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1. Introduction

This dissertation presents the results of an investigation of car-

tain criteria involved in the development of document-oriented infor-

mation retrieval systems, and the mechanization of a primitive experi-

mental system for test and evaluation.

The information system considered is one by which the user of the

system may, with no other human intervention, retrieve information using

a reactive typewriter as an input and display console, and common carrier

telephone lines for communication with the sysiem. The system is de-

signed for a conversational mode of operation, Iin which the user receives

results from his queries almost immediately after presenting them to the

system. This rapid interaction between man and machine allows the user

to formulate a retrieval request, inspect thp results of the search

specified by that request, and, if necessary, enter successive refine-

ments of the original request. Thus, operating in real time, the user

may gradually sharpen the requests that supply the desired information.

It is desirable that the user of the system be able to retrieve in-

formation with a minimum of concern about procedural detail. Further,

it is anticipated that he will not be an expert typist and may make

typing errors. To establish a hospitable environment for su-h man-

machine communications the user is aided by cues provided by thp system.

Also, extensive editing features must be provided in order that the user

may correct his errors in messages addressed to the information system.

The retrieval request specifies a set of documents in terms of con-

ventional bibliographic elements, concept descriptors, and special added

information codes . Since the user of the system is expected to compose

retrieval requests as he wcrks at a remote console, the format of the

* The added information codes are described in references 18 and 19.

- 1 -
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retrieval request must be rather simple. Further, it is likely that a

user may know only part of a word phrase (such as part of a title), and

the system must possess the ability to accomplish retrieval using such

partial information.

Another requirement concerns the return of information retrieved.

Conventional bibliographic data, concept descriptors, and added infor-

mation are available, but a user does not necessarily want to retrieve

all these data. Indeed, with typical speeds of reactive typewriter

operation of ten characters per second, the user may definitely want to

suppress much of the available information. It is therefore required

that he be able to select the categories of information to be displayed

after the execution of a retrieval request.

Because the system is an experimental one, intended for use in future

information systems research, it is required that it be constructed in

a modular manner so that additional features may be added to it and

evaluated.

This paper describes first a study of data file organization and

decoding mechanisms, the results of which are used to find a structure

which is capable of retrieval in real time and is not wasteful of memory.

Various lists and operations on lists necessary to the reti weval process

are next defined. Following this is a description of the system features

that make possible t.,e man-machine communications, including the capa-

bilities described above. The overall integration of these components,

including a processo -tht transforms retrieval requests into operations

on lists and execuo:v. tt-p~e operations, is also described. Finally,

examples are provided to ilJustrate the complete, working information

retrieval system.
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2.1. Date File Organization

In this chapter, several calculations are made in order to

compare selected features of different file organization schemes. For

some of these calculations, sample data are taken from the indexed

documents forming the core collection of the Repository of the Assoc-

iation for Computing Machinery4

In the following sections of this chapter, memory organization

will be treated under two separate headings. Section 2.3. considers

the decoding problem, namely, finding a slow memory address associated

with a given index item. Since the decoding process does not occur in

the case of a linear file, the latter is fully treated in Section 2.2.

In Section 2.2., it is assumed that some decoding mechanism

exists and that the problem to be considered is that of the organization

of the storage of accession numbers in slow memory along with the codes

associated with index items. It is assumed that the decoding precessor

discussed in Section 2.3. has supplied an entry designation into the

slow memory structure.

In the system under consideration, each document is identifi-

ed by an accession number and is characterized by index terms. The

latter are strings of words such as authors' nnmes, titles, publishers'

names, dates, concept descriptors, and the like. Such strings are

"* "Slow memory" refers to devices such as direct access mass storage
and is described more fully below.



deconcatenated to form single-word index items.

All the characterizing information is stored in the computer

system. Relevant accession numbers are retrieved upon execution of

appropriate search commands, which specify a set of index items along

with some specified relationships among the items.

In the present discussion of data file organization, two types

of computer memory are assumed to be available--a limited amount of fast

memory,such as ferrite core, and a much larger volume of slow memory,such

as magnetic disk. The fast memory is commonly called "internal" to the

computer. Depending on the computer organization, some organizational

units of data may be fetched rapidly from fast memory into the pro-

cessing registers. Indeed, in some machines the processing registers

are structurally in fast memory. Even if all fast memory is not directly

addressable because of a need for indirect or relative addressing or

field indicatorsý, it is still assumed to be addressable and accessible

significantly fa~ter 'than the 6iuw or exLerrial memrcy. indeed,

"accessing" slow memory generally means the transfer cf data from slow

memory into fast memory, not into the processing registers of the com-

puter.

In many machines, the processing registers are accessible to

the programmer. The organizational unit of memory equal to the capacity

of such a register will here be called a "word". Words typically range

from eight to sixty-four bits in length. Another unit used in the

following description is the "character", or group of bits representing

a symbol from a selected alphabet. The number of bits used to represent



a character commonly ranges from five to eight. For the purposes

of the present discussion, the terms "word" and "character" will be

considered to be synonymous in the case of machines that perform only

character-by-character processing. The term "record" will be used in

a restricted sense to indicate a group of contiguous words chosen because

of some relationship between the information conveyed by those words.

Geneially, a slow memory access involves the transfer of a set of

several words from slow to fast memory; such a set of words is called a

bucket; W 'rilI be used to designate the time required to transfer a

bucket from slow to fast memory.

For example, consider the 32 6 78 -word IBM 7040 computer with

the IBM 1301-2 disk memory unit at the University of Pennsylvania

Computer Center. Measured in six-bit characters, the fast memory capacity

is about 2.0 x 10 characters, while the slow memory holds 5.6 x 107

characters. The basic unit is a word of six charact-:n. The time

required to copy a word from fast memory into the accumulator of the

computer is 16 microseconds. Times ranging from about 0.05 to 0.23

seconds are required to transfer a bucket of 2800 characters between

slow and fast memory. The long access time for the IBM 1301 results

from the latency associated with all rotating memory devices, and

also the time required to position mechanically the movable reading

and recording heads of the disk memory mechanism.

Owing to the cost of fast memory, economic considerations

require that the bulk of the system's information be stored in slow
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memory*.

In a batch processing system that is not operated in a real-

time on-line environment, the overall turnaround time and the average

time required for each qaery processed are quite different quantities.

In a real-time on-line system in which man-machine dialogue is of major

importance, each query is to be processed (and answered) as soon as

possible after the user has formulated it, and the average system

response time assumes great importance. A batch system may process

zcvecal queries Pt once, resulting in a short average computation time

per query. But in such a system the overall response time, or lag

between query and response, may still be quite large.

In the system under consideration, the updating of files is to

be performed infrequently; the data from recently indexed documents

will be added to the files perhaps once a month. Therefore ease of

file updating does not have the importance that it has in many other

information retrieval and storage systems with rapidly changing files,

such as inventory systems.

A further requirement in the implementation of a system for

conversational cperation is that the index items be permitted to be

of variable length (although it is reasonable to assign an upper

bound on the length of an index item).

* It must be kept in mind that this assumption is based on current
commercially av'.±lable memory devices and is subject to change as new
devices and +z:chniques become available. Based on purchase price and
comparing the smallest available slow and fast memory increments for
the IBM 360/44, the ratio of costs per character is about 600:1.
Based on approximately equal capacity differences and comparing an IBM
360/44 model D with a 2314 disk and a 360/44 model H with no disk,
the ratio is about 710:1. (20)
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2.2 Organization of Slow Memory Data Storage

In general terms, the problem considered is one of organizing

and manipulating data that describe the following: a function F

which maps each element of a finite set I onto a non-empty subset of

a finite set' E. In the present document retrieval problem, I is the

set of index items used to characterize documents. The accession num-

bers of the documents (combined with additional codes indicating the

order of index items in multiple word phrases) constitute the set E.

The function F is to be mechanized efficiently; that is, given the

general characteristics of commercially available equipment, an accep-

table scheme is to be found that will allow the retrieval of accession

numbers associated with index items.

Using average response time and efficiency of slow memory

utilization aq criteria, different file organization schemes are com-

pared below.

It is assumed where necessary that a decoding mechanism that

maps elements of I one-to-one into slow memory addresses exists, and

the elements of E may be uniquely identified by the use of a fixed-

length field. In sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, design parameters are

developed based on several different assumptions concerning both some

characteristics of the function F and a probability function des-

cribing the use of t'c system.

2 .2.1. The Linear File

28This file organization has been used extensively with batch

processing systems using magnetic tape for slow memory. In it, one

record of slow memory is associated with each document. Such records
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include complete indexing information for the documents with which they

are associated. In order to find the accession numbers of documents

characterized by a given index item, the entire file must be searched.

Although the linear file has the advantage that it is quite easily up-

dated and in many applications may be implemented using relatively in-

expensive magnetic tape units for slow memory, the response time tends

to be much too large for use in a real-time system. This limitation

becomes increasingly severe as the file grows larger.

Time required for retrieval from this file is proportional to

the product of the number of documents in the file and the slow memory

communication speed. In the ACM Repository, about 1200 •haracters are

required to index a dccument - this figure including allithe conven-

tional bibliographic data, index terms, and the special added infor-

mation, but excluding the abstract. Assuming a file organization for

the IBM 1301 disk that allows very efficient packing and assuming

reading of 2800 character buckets in 0.05 seconds (implying infrequent

head motion), an overall response time of 0.02 seconds per document

will result. Clearly, a situation in which a file consisting of only

1000 documents already takes 20 seconds to search would not be accept-

able in the implementation of a man-machine dialogue.

Thus, with typi.'al currently available equipment, if a small

response time is required, linear file organization can only be used

when the total number of documcnts is very small or when the total

volume of information is low.

One advantage of the linerjr file is that file information

needs to appear only once, whereas portions of the file must generally
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be repeated when other types of files are employed. For example, in

the course of finding the accession number of a document, the searcher

may desire, say, the name of the author. In the case of a linear file,

such information is easily extracted during the search process.

A second advantage of the linear file organization is that

such a file may easily be updated, and if "dribble posting"10 techniques

are used a linear file need not be entirely regenerated every time data

are added or changed. Dribble posting is a technique in which a small

modification file is ..ept in addition to the master file, the master

file being updated only when the modification file reaches some pre-

determined size. Since a short linear file may be searched in a

relatively short time, a possible application of the linear file in a

real-time system is the short term retention of small quantities of new

material, awaiting the sufficient number of changes to justify complete

reworking of a non-linear file system.

2.2.2. Linked List Organization on a Document Basis

The linked list organization is an arrangement of data that,

in this application, provides for the establishment of lists uniquely

associated with index items. As the nodes of these lists are vimilsrly

associated with documents, tracing of any list implJes the retrieval of

documents associated with the index item of that list.

It is the purpose of this section to derive relationships

which indicate some effects of file characteristics and file usage on

retrieval time when a linked list organization of the type described

below is used. These relationships will be used in a later section

when the linke.. list is compared with other proposed file types.
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Only the organization in slow memory, where the bulk of the

information is to be stored, will be consiaered in this section. The

decoding mechanism is one of those described in Section 23 and is

assured to exist.

Figure 1 shows the organization of slow memory into records

with linkages. It is assumed that each bucket is large enough to

accommodate one or more records. Every record corresponds to one docu-

ment and to a node on a list; each list corresponds to one index item

and all documents characterized by that index item are represented by

nodes on that list. If a document is characterized by several index

items, the document is represented by a node that is at the inter-

section of the lists corresponding to the several items.

Figure 2 illustrates schematically the structure of one

record, record number 2 . This record pertains to a document that

is characterized by items A, B, and C. Therefore the node corres-

ponding to that document and represented by record 2 is on three lists,

lists A, B, and C. In this case, the node marks the end of list A and

immediately precedes record 7 on list B and record 6 on l"ist C.

Before tiraing calculations can be made, a few parameters

needed later in the discussion must be defined. Recall that t is
s

the slcw memory access time, and let the total number of distinct index

items used to characterize the entire file be N. That is, the cardina-

lity of the vocabulary of index items used to characterize the entire

file is N. Further, let these distinct index items be temporarily

numbered: 1,2,...,j,...,N; if f(j) is the total number of times that
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the index item numbered j is used in characterizing all the documents

in the file, then f(j) documents are characterized by the jth index

item. In the linked list structure, there are f(J) nodes on the list

corresponding to the j th index item; it is therefore said that the jth

list has length f(J).

The time required to retrieve all records on a list of length

f(j) is f(J)ts. Note that this is both the average and the maximum

time required to retrieve all such items.

In the following calculations, it is also assumed that each

record occupies not more than one bucket. If this were not the case,

more than one slow memory access would be required for nodes represented

by long records. A more complete analysis would take into account the

effect of the bucket size, allowing for some records that might over-

flow a single bucket. This factor is neglected here because sufficient

information for the present purpose may be obtained without considering

it. However, the overflow problem is important to the file organiza-

tion plan discussed in Section 2.2.3. and is taken up there.

The logical and and and not functions may be mechanized easily

using this scheme; to find all records corresponding to documents

characterized by index items A and B, the process simply follows one

list (preferably the shorter), checking all items of all records on

that list for an intersection with the second list. But again, the

time required to search a single list of length f(j) is f(j)t .

Some formulas for the time required to retrieve all records

on a list corresponding to a given item will be developed at this

point. Let the total number of occurrences of all index items in
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characterizing the entire file be S. Thus, while N is the total number

of index items available (and used at least once), S is the total

number of times that index items have been employed in the characteriza-

tion of the file. It follows that

N

s= fj (1)

J=l

Now assume that a user enters a search command involving one

of the N index items, and let p(j) be the probability that the jth

item is specified in user-initiated searches. Then the average

retrieval time per index item for the portion of the retrieval system

described here is:

Tr = t s f(J)p(j). (2)

J=l

The functions f(j) and p(j) may frequently be unknown or

difficult to determine, depending on the particular information in

the file, the method of indexing and cataloging that information, the

suppression of very high- or low-frequency index items, and variable

human factors. Three different assumptions about the functions f(j)

and p(j) will be used in this analysis. Most combinations of f(j)

and p(j) encountered in practice will, it is believed, lie somewhere

between the extreme limits developed here.

In the first case, it is assumed that the frequency f(j) and

the probability p(j) are uniformly distributed, and are constant for

all J. Then f(j) = S/N, tie number of items divided by the total
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number of lists. Also, p(J) 11 /N, so that from (2)

S 1 (3)

or

Tnts = S/N (4)

The ratio of Tr to ts is a normalized response time. The ratio S/N

will depend on the total number of documents indexed and the indexing

and cataloging techniques. For the ACM Repository data, the gradual

growth of the ratio as documents were cumulatively added to the collec-

tion is shown in Figure 3.

The distinct index items were previously identified by the

assignment of a number j, 1 : j ! N, to each index item. Let

the number now be reassigned so that j is also the rank of the jth

index item, the item most frequently used being designated as item one,

etc. In the event two or more index items have equal ranks, they are

to be arbitrarily assigned consecutive numbers. The frequency

function f(j) for the ACM Repository collection is shown in Figure 4.

Various qualitative rank-probability relationships have been

26proposed for spoken and printed communications. Zipf's law is per-

2haps the best known of these; others, such as Mandelbrot's relation

have also been proposed. As originally stated, Zipf's law applies

to printed English text and gives p(j) = 0.1/j. Persons working with

the use of descriptors in indexing files have found empirical justifica-

tion in the use of Zipf's lav 6 , but with a constant different from

one tenth, p(f) = k/J, because of variations in the number of distinct
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items, N.

In order to obtain broad criteria for various types of files,

three different sets of assumptions will be made concerning the rank-

frequency characteristics of the occurrence of items in the data file

and the rank-probability characteristics of item selection in the

queries to the system. The first assumption, that f(j) and p(J) are

uniform and constant, has already been illustrated. The second assvmp-

tion is uniform p(j) and a frequency function f(j) following Zipf's

law; the third asslunption is that both f(J) and p(j) exhibit the

behavior predicted by Zipf.

Now if Zipf's law is taken as originally stated, the sum of

the probability of appearance of all words in a vocabulary is unity only

when the vocabulary consists of 8727 words. In considering printed
23

texts, Shannon has elected to retain Zipf's constant of k = 0.1,

and consider only the first-ranked 8727 items, arbitrarily setting

p(J) = 0 for all j greater than 8727.

In the present case, such free text is not being considered.

The number of words in the vocabulery is known (N). For the non-text

situation, Zipf's value of one tenth for k is suspect. A modified law

is easily obtained by calculating k subject to the constraints that

N N

f(j) = S and p(j)= 1.

j=l j=l

Recalling equation (1) and applying the approximation (good for large

N, with a diminishing error which is about 2' at N 10, and 0.06% at
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N - 100)

gives

f ) S (6)r(j) = J(In N +y(

where the symbol y is used for Euler's constant, about 0.5772. This is

the rank-frequency relationship when it is assumed that f(j) follows

the form of Zipf's law. Since the probabilities must sum to unity, it

also follows that the form for Zipf probability is

1

j= J(ln N + y) (7)

Consider now the second pair of assumptions, in which f(j)

is Zipf and p(J) uniform. Figure 5 shows a normalized plot of f(j)

for points obtained from the ACM Repository data.

For this second case, application of equation (2) yields

or

Tr/ts = SIN (4)

Thus, the average response time is the same in both cases considered

so far. Indeed, this must always be the case whenever p(j) is constant,
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the sum of p(J) over all J is unity and of f(j) is S.

In the third case, where the inverse proportionality of Zipf's

law holds for both f(j) and p(J), substitution of (6) and (7) into (2)

gives

8 N+yN

Since the series 1 + 1/4 + 1/9 + 1/16 + ... converges rapidly and N is

large, the value of the summation may be taken as the sum of the

infinite series, yielding:

2
T/ts S (10)

6 (lin N + y)

N
2

The error caused by replacing 1 by T- is about 2% when N=30,

0.6% when N=100.

The ratio of the two values of T /t obtained when p(j) is

uniform and when p(j) follows Zipf's law is given by

R N T, (11)
6 (ln N + y)

and is shown in Figure 6.

Thus, inverse-proportional behavior of p(J) can greatly

increase response time. In an actual situation, p(J) will have a

characteristic between the uniform and Zipf case. Hence, the response

time will be something between the uniform value given ".) (4) and that

value multiplied by R.
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To a first approximation, the memory requirements of a linked

list exceed those of a linear file only by the requirements for the

linkages. Including list termination symbols, there are S such

linkages.

2.2.3. Inverted File Organization

In inverted file organization every record is assoc-

iated with an index item, and contains all accession numbers (and any

needed additional codes) of documents characterized by the index item.

The purpose of this section is to develop, for this organization, the

relationship between retrieval time and design, document file and sys-

tem usage parameters. Since it is possible to design an inverted file

system in which memory space is dedicated but not actually used, a

measure of memory usage efficiency will also be developed. This

measure is interpreted as an indicator of the advisability of "packing"

slow memory information in a manner described below.

The symbol C is used for the number of accession numbers (or

other document reference codes) that may be stored in one bucket of

slow memory. C is called the bucket capacity. A record associated

with a particular index item may be such that it contains many more

than C accession numbers, in which case the record must extend over

several buckets. Conversely, if several short records exist, it is

possible to pack such records into one bucket. If this packin:; is not

done, the portion of the bucket unused is wasted memory space.

Let a convenient unit of slow memory, such as the word, be

selected. Next let m be defined as the number of such units required

to store one accession number. Then the minimum memory requirement is
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the total number of accession numbers multiplied by the memory required

to store one such number: Sm. Let V5 be defined as the total memory

required for storage of the inverted files, including wasted memory.

Then a measure of memory utilization that is zero when no memory waste

occurs, unity when twice as much memory as the minimum requirement is

dedicated, etc., is:

V - SmV -Sm (12)
•Sm

Note that this factor is memory utilization when no packing is done,

and in fact is used to indicate potential memory capacity requirement

reductions obtainable by means of packing.

Again, the decoding from an index item to an initial slow

memory address is not considered in this section, but must be included

in the overall problem.

in this organization, important parameters used in the calcu-

lations are the number of distinct index items, N, and the ratio of the

total number of occurrences of all index items to the bucket capacity,

S/C. The results may be used to determine, for a given file, the

applicability of the inverted list organization. Also, they will aid

in the choice of a bucket size, although the maximum and minimum bucket

sizes are generally limited by the equipment used. Finally, a measure

of the memory requirements with and without packing may be obtained

from the memory utilization factor F, and this may be used in the

decision on packing.

Figure 7 illustrates schematically the assignment of memory,
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with no packing. There are N distinct index items, and therefore N

inverted lists. The longest list has entries requiring more than 4C

but fewer than 5C units of slow memory, so five buckets are assigned

to that list. The rank of the smallest inverted list requiring more

than one bucket is called N*. In certain cases to be considered below,

N* will be related directly to the fundamental parameters N and S/C

and will be of use in developing formulas relating those parameters to

system performance.

Inspection of Figure 7 shows that reduction of C will cause

the wasted memory space (the area enclosed by the tops of the solid

bars and the dotted lines) to be reduced. However, every bucket access

takes one slow memory access time ts, and when C is reduced, mote

accesses are required to retrieve a single record that covers several

buckets.

Adopting [x] for the smallest integer greater than or equal to

x, and lx] for the largest integer smaller than or equal to x, it can

be seen from Figure 7 that the total memory Vs assigned for inverted

lists when no packing is done is

N

Vs - mc [ (13)

Now the minimum possible response time for slow memory is equal to one

slow memory access time ts; the minimum value of the memory utilization

factor P occurs when no memory is wasted and is zero. These two

restrictions will not be explicitly stated at every applicable point
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in this section but it must be kept in mind that all formulas developed

below are subject to the requirements that Tr/ts k 1, and P k 0.

From substitution of (13) into (12)

P -) 1 (14)=•t C i

As the expression operated upon by the summation symbol can-

not be less than unity, the sum cannot be less than N. This allows a

second restriction to be placed on

Pk N C -1. (15)
S

In order to fetch an inverted list from slow memory, one

memory access per bucket is required, so the average response time is

given by

given by Tr =_ ts I • . (•Ij=l CP() .16

As in Section 2.2.2., the first set of assumptions to be

used designates that both f(j) and p(j) are uniform: f(j) = S/N

and p(J) = 1/N. Then substitution into (16) yields

[ .( - i -) (17 )
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from which

A NC < T'/ts < + 1 (18)

A similiar substitution into (14) gives P, the memory

utilization factor:

S N C ,(19)

or

0 ! <9 . (20)
S

Subject to the restriction that P k 0, the application of

(i) to (20) yields

(N. - 1 "P<NN . (21)

This establishes limits on P in the uniform case.

T/ts is illustrated as a function of N for various values of

S/C in Figure 8 , and P is shown in Figure 9 . The outer lines, rearked

"uniform", correspond to the case just developed. In any case in which

f(j) is uniform, P may be minimized by selecting a bucket size C so

that C = S/N.

Since the choice of C is limited by the physical equipment

it may not always be possible to pick an optimum value in a specific

situation.

For the second set of assumptions, p(J) will be taken as

uniform and f(j) will be assumed to follow Zipf's law (as illustrated

by equation (6)). Then
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Trlts -- 6 j '(ln N +Y y) (22)

Equation (22) leads to the same limits on Tr/ts as those expressed in

equation (18), which resulted when a uniform f(j) was assumed for the

response time. However, for some ranges of the parameters, finer

limits may be obtained in the present case. N* has been defined

previously and is illustrated in Figure 7. From (6)

N* S/C(23)LinN +y J

In all expressions which are developed in terms of N*, it is assumed

that 1 & N* & N. The alternate expressions (18, 21) must be used when

N* is outside of this range.

In equation (16), for j > N*, rf(j)/Cl = 1. Applying this

to (22) yield

T = - 1 + N . (24)

This gives a set of limits applicable when N* meets the above require-

mentsln y ( ())N} 1

_1 s 1 -N* +÷1
n N In + y

9T /ts < N C nN+Y( 1 + . (25)

r s d I-



N*

Note that in general T 11] may not be expressed in an
J=l

approximate closed form, since N* is known only to lie between 1 and N.

Of course in the numerical evaluation of the expressions for the limits

on P and T/ts the sum is approximated whenever possible. The results

for selected values of the parameters are shown in Figure 8.

Calculation of the storage utilization factor, P, by substi-

tution of the assumed Zipf form of f(J) (equation (6)) into (14), sub-

ject to the restriction (15), yields (21), the same equation that

resulted in the case where f(i) was uniform. When

[f(J)/CI = 1 is applied for J > N*, there results

P { : C inNl+1 ) - i. (26)

The limits obtained from (26) are illustrated in Figure 9 • They are:

c (N- N*) + 1 <

5 P< N+ 1-, (27)

S ln N+ y ()
which completes the derivation for the case when f(J) obeys Zipf's law

and p(j) is uniform.

In the final case, p(J) and f(j) both obey Zipf's law. Note



that there will be no difference in P between the present and the

immediately previous cases, since only p(J) has changed and P is not a

function of p(j).

Substitution of (6) and (7) into (16) gives the response time

for the present case:

N

Tr/ts= C in N + y j n N + y J (28)

Use of the method employed in the derivation of (10) from (9) yields

limits on Tnts that hold for all N*, again subject to the further

restriction that Tr/t k 1:

((in N +Y)-2 2) S (n N +N ) 2  + 1 (29)

As before, when 1 ! N* • N, a new set of limits may be found. Noting

that in (28) the expression inside the "ceiling function" brackets

becomes unity for all j > N*, there results

N-*

Tr/ts n N + y L (n N + y J +

j=l
N

an hee(30)

and hence
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j~l

N

S Tr/ts< U (in N +Y)( +1 2 (31)

Figure 10 shows the behavior of Tnt8 when the assumptions of this

third case, that is that both f(j) and p(j) ftllow Zipf's law, are

made.

2.2.4. Illustration of Results on Inverted Files

Consider the choice of a value of C, thp bucket capacity, for

a file which contains 106 index item occurrences and 104 distinct index

items. Then N = 10 and the parameter S/C is equal to 106 /C. By use

of equations 20, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29 and 31, limits on the memory utili-

zation factor and the normalized response time may be found for various

C's, Illustrated below are some typical values:

C P P Tr/ts T r/ts Tr/ts

f unif. f Zipf f unif. f Zipf f Zipf

p unif. p Unif. p Zipf

100 1.0-0.0 .77-.66 2.0-1.0 1.8-1.7 170-170

200 2.0-1.0 1.7-1.6 1.5-1.0 1.3-1.3 87-86

300 3.0-2.0 2.7-2.6 1.3-1.0 1.2-1.2 58-58

4oo 4.0-3.0 3.6-3.5 1.2-1.0 1.2-1.1 44-4 3

500 5.0-4.0 4.6-4.5 1.2-1.0 1.1-1.1 35-35

The two columns showing P for uniform and for Zipf's law

behavior of f(j) demonstrate the potential file space wasted if packing
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is not performed. Similarly, the effect of C on average response time

for three different combinations of f(J) and p(j) is illustrated in the

last three columns. Thus, using the equations mentioned above and an

appropriate assumption concerning f(J) and p(j), a value for C may be

selected and a decision concerning the packing of more than one list

into single buckets may be made.

2.2.5 Conclusions on Slow Memory Data Organization

The conclusions to be drawn from the preceding discussion are

sut-arized here.

First, the linear file simply is not suited for use in an en-

vironment in which real time response is required. This is illustrated

by the sample figures given in Section 2.1.

In order to compare the linked list with the inverted list,

attention must be given to the fact that variable length data records

may be stored at the nodes of the linked list. The effects of this are

considered later in this section.

If only accession numbers are to be retrieved, then the inverted

list structure will require one slow memory access to retrieve up to C

accession numbers, while in the linked list structure one access will

be required for every accession number retrieved. Thus, only when the

number of documents characterized by an index item approaches unity will

the linked list accession time approach the inverted list accession time.

When the intersection of lists is desired--that is, the location

of documents described by each of several different index items--a simi-

lar effect is noted. If the shortest linked list 4 ý.read is followed for

intersections with all other threads, there still will have to be a slow
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memory access for every node on that list. The inverted list structure

would have to access slow memory once for every C entries on every list

corresponding to an index item. Thus, a generally superior response

time is expected when an inverted list structure is used.

The linked list does have certain important advantages. In

particular, it is much more easily updated than the inverted list, as

mentioned in section 2.2.2. This is of great importance in some appli-

cations, but not in the particular information retrieval problem con-

sidered here.

Because of the capability of the linked list structure to

store variable quantities of data as well as fixed-length items, it is

of considerable value in applications in which variable-length data

records are necessarily going to be used. But in the current applica-

tion, may operations may be made on lists of accession numbers (to which

have been added the short qualifying fields discussed in chapter 3).

After all these operations have been performed, only a small amount of

document data will generally be needed. As will be explained later, it

is true that for every document record eventually retrieved, one addi-

tional slow memory access will be required. But since considerable m6re

processing is to be made using the inverted list data and all this pro-

cessing is expected to result in the retrieval of little document data,

this advantage is relatively unimportant in the present application.

Introducing the assumption that p(j) has a characteristic

predicted by Zipf's law in the form used here creates a considerable

change in the response time. This is shown in Figure 10 and is similar

to the effect illustrated in Figure 6 for the linked lists. However,
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in the case of the inverted file there is a control over the runaway

response time. Tr/ts may be reduced by reducing S/C, to the extent

that the maximum physical record size permits one to do so.

From a response time standpoint, then, the choice of an

inverted list structure with the largest possible ratio of S/C allow-

able is dictated. However, Figure 9 shows that it is pcssible to

waste enormous quantities of memory by the use of this structure; in

the schematic diagram of Figure 7 the area between the solid and dotted

lines represents this wasted memory. But by placing short records in

that space (i.e. "packing") such waste can be greatly reduced.

The finally chosen memory data organization, then, is an

inverted list structure with packing of tl:e records and the largest

values of S/C possible, the limiting value being imposed by t'e equip-

ment used. It must be recalled that this conclusion has been reached

in the light of currently available commercial equipment and is sub-

ject to re-evaluation whenever equipment with different capabilities

becomes available or radical changes in the relative costs of large

memory capacities occur.

2.3. Decoding to a Slow Memory Address

In the previous sections, with the exception of the linear

file, it has been assumed that some mechanism exists that, when pro-

vided with an index item, provides a slow memory address. That slow

memory address might be the location of the head of a list, linked or

inverted.

It is the purpose of this section to survey several of the
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most promising of these decoding mechanisms, in order that one approp-

riate to the task at hand may be selected. Ramifications arising from

the use of fixed length representations of index items are also con-

sidered.

Many workers have investigated problems in the area of

address decoding. The basic problem is easy to understand: for

example, assume that an index item consists of 26 characters from an

44
alphabet of 37 symbols. There are then about 10 possible index

items. In a typical situation at most 104 or 105 items will actually

be used, so that the decoding problem is one of mapping the index

items used into appropriate slow memory addresses.

Several schemes for decoding will be considered in brief.

Not all of these methods were originally proposed for this purpose, but

they are applicable to it.

Some of the terminology of Brooks and Iverson3 will be used

here. In particular, a scan will be called directed if it continues

in one direction always advancing by the same increment, and controlled

if some algorithm dictdtes the direction and increment based on the

outcome of previous comparisons. If the normal forward directed scan

encounters the first element of a list immediately after the last, then

the scan is said to be cyclic; if the initial element of a scan is

always the same (generally the first element of the list) then the scan

is said to be rooted.

It is necessary that in this section the discussion be partic-

ularly oriented toward the characteristics of the equipment available.
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Not only do such factors as word size, fixed word length operation as

compared to variable word length (or character oriented), and character

handling features in fixed word length machines enter the picture, but

as Bowlden 1 has pointed out, some machines, such as the IBM 650 and the

Control Data RPC-4000 have instructions that may make vast differences

in the methods used.

2.3.1. Symbol Trees

In symbol trees each node represents a symbol (that is, a

single character) of an index item, and branches lead to following

symbol nodes. If two or more items have the same initial symbol

sequence they share an initial path down the tree until the first

symbol differentiating the two symbol sequences is encountered. The

average branching factor at the nodes and the tree depth may be con-

trolled by considering an index item as a string of bits, and generating

a new symbol sequence by partitioning the bits in a way different from

the original character representation scheme. The size of the alphabet

used in the tree representation can thus be varied. Fredkin has pro-

posed the use of two bits per node in his "binary Trie"7. In the

decoding application being presently considered, the slow memory address

could be placed at the last node of every path through the tree corre-

sponding to an index item.

The efficient mechanization of such a tree structure has been

given considerable attention. Sussenguth25 has proposed a doubly

chained memory stricture that eliminates the reservation of computer

memory space for the unused nodes that are represented by blank cells

in Fredkin's Tries. But passing thro'igh a node via the second
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(continuation) chain does not involve that node's symbol in the symbol

sequence. Scidmore and Weinberg22 have proposed a tree structure

which has no unused nodes also, although three linkage addresses are

required at each node and frequently not more than one is used.

Cheydleur5 has proposed the physical construction of a

memory element utilizing not only sharing of initial symbol strings,

but the sharing of polygrams in general.

Such symbol trees are of particular advantage in working with

data of variable length. Some tree implementations may be updated

easily, but that is not an item of majoi importance in the present

application. Recalling that a "symbol" need not correspond to a

character of the original alphabet, at least one comparison and address

calculation must be performed for every symbol of the symbol string

being traced through the tree. The symbol tree cannot give a false

slow memory address for an item not contained in the tree.

2.3.2. Key to Address Transformation

In this method, first described as "open addressing" by

Peterson , the index item is transformed to an address by some

algorithm. Such transofrmations include selection of digits or bits,

"folding" by adding some parts of the index item to others, or taking

a remainder after division. The address so found is one of a bucket

and is taken as the starting point of a directed cyclic scan of that

bucket and all following buckets. The scan cortinues until either the

desired item is found, or a flag indicating an unused memory location

in which the item would be placed had it existed in the file is

encountered. Several transfonnationi algorithms are discussed in one



of the references , in which the use of a table of partial index items

is suggested to reduce the number of occurrences of identical addresses

corresponding to different index items.

As the allocated memory becomes full, the number of searches

for an item grows.

Chaining from full buckets instead of the use of cyclic

structure has been suggested.

Such systems use a relatively small amount of high speed

memory, but have the disadvantage that unless the complete file can

be tested in advance the performance of the system is very difficult to

predict.

2.3.3. Triplet Searching

At this method, proposed by Rubinoff' 7 , has not been des-

cribed in the open literature, it will be covered in somewhat greater

detail here than the other methods.

The first step in the triplet method is the arrangement of

all the index items into lexicographic order and partitioning them

into groups. The groups are not necessarily of the same length, as

two restrictions are made on the partitioning*. The first restriction

is that the groups may not exceed some predetermined number of index

items and the second is that the initial K characters of the last item

of a group may not be identical with the initial K characters of the

first item of the following group. In other words, it is possible to

distinguish the index items at a group division using only the first Q

Another possible reason for modifying the length of groups is
mentioned later in this section.
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characters of the index items. K is chosen depending on the equipment

used, and it is convenient to make K the number of characters contained

in a word if a fixed word length machine is used.

In order to search for an index item, first the group in

which the item lies must be located. This may be done by performing

a binary search of the list of group identifiers, these group identi-

fiers being the first K characters of the first index item of each

group. That is, a relatively short list of single words is searched

so that the group in which the index item falls may be identified.

After the correct group has been found, a list of triplets

that have a one to one correspondence with the index items of the

group is brought into fast memory. The 6riplets consist of an integer,

which need never exceed the length of the longest index item, one

symbol, and the linkage address (whith may be a relative address) to

slow memory. Such a list of triplets is illustrated below: in the

sample shown the different linkage addresses are all represented by 1;

0 is used for a blank or space character immediately following the

last non-blank character of an index item and 0 indicates an unused

character position in a computer word.
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ORIGINAL INDEX ITEM TRIPLET

TOIL 41

TOILE 5m

TOILER 6Pp

TOILET 
6Tp

TOILETRY 7R

TOILETTE 7T1

TOILFUL 5FS

TOILSOME 5SO

o TOIlMO'RN 5Wp

I'OIT 4Tp

co TOKAY 3K

04 TOKEN 41D
0

TOKOIDGY 40p

o TOLA 3N

TOIAN 600310

TOLBOOTH 4Bp

TOLD 4DO

TOLE 5I4

TOLLDO 5m

TOLERABLE 5R7

TOLERANCE 7NO



Except for the two double triplets shown, with this scheme

information is generally packed so that only one machine word is

required for each index item reflected in a triplet group, if a fixed

word length with a reasonably large word format is used.

Now, after the correct group of triplets has been found by a

search of the group identifiers and the triplet group fetched into

fast memory, the triplets are searched in the direction shown above.

If a i.s an integer and X a symbol, then the comparison for the triplet

aX0 is as follows: the ath chaaacter of thL complete index item is

compared with the symbol X. If they are identical, then the search

has been completed and 0 is the desired address. If not, then the

next triplet in the group is so inspected. If the last triplet (at

the top of the list in the exariple) is reached with no successful

comparison, then the index item is not in the file.

In a few cases triplet pairs are required, which indicate two

required conditions. The first is the length of the index item, and

the second a comparison as before.

Referring to the example triplet group, suppose that the

address corresponding to the index item TOLD is required. (For this

discussion TOLD will be considered to be justified left in a field

containing as many blanks as necessary.) First, the list of group

identifiers (initial K characters of initial index items of groups)

is searched, and the triplet group shown above is brought into fast

memory. Then the triplets are examined one at a time. Since the

seventh character of TOLD is not an N, the first triplet is not the

correct one.



Similarly, the second and third triplets indicate R and D as

the fifth characters of the ccmplete index item, which they are not.

The fourth triplet indicates that the item is four characters long by

5• (blank at end of word in the fifth position) but requires that the

fourth character be an E by 4EM. This latter condition is not met by

the word TOLD. Finally, the next triplet does indeed correspond to the

correct index item, and is 4IO. The match occurs when it is found that

the fourth character of TOLD is D.

If an index item is not in the system, a false hit is pos-

sible; entering the search process with TOLERABLY would retrieve the

8 address associated with TOLERABLE. For this reason, in most applica-

tions the full index item should be repeated at some location in the

record specified by the P address.

Mention has been made before of the fact that the 0 address

may be partial or relative. Since the group identifier is already

determined -when the triplet search begins, there may be an additional

address segment or base associated with the group identifier.

The triplet group is generated in the reverse direction from

that in whiich it is searched (that is, from the top down in the

example). The first index item (TOIL) is assigned its last letter as

its character identifier (WL) and an appropriate a. The second,

thirdsand all succeeding index terms are compared character by charac-

ter with the items above them, scanning left to right. When the first

character position in which the item being inspected differs from all

items above it is found, that character and column position become the

first two elements of the triplet. Thus, TOILSOME is assigned the
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triplet 5Sj because T has appeared before in column 1, 0 in column 2,

etc., but nowhere before has S appeared in column 5. When, as ir the

case of TOLE, the scan goes to the end of the word, the first haJf of

a double triplet is used to indicate the length of the word (5ao), and

the scan starts again, from right to left, but this time comparing

column positions with only the previous index items of the same length

as the current index item Note that it is possible for this scheme

to fail:

ABC

BCA lBO

CAB ICm

CBA Cannot be assigned.

In such a case, it becomes necessary to shorten the group of index

items.

2.3.4. Balanced Trees

A ÷- decoaing me'--ism quite differer• r'm those

discussed before has been described by Landauer 6 'll. In this tree

every branching node (called the "associative catena"), except those

on levels of the tree not completely filled, has a fixed number of

branches. An index item is also part of each node. Suppose that index

items are arranged in lexicographic order: I1,... ,I. If the

branching factor is m, then m branches come from every node. In par-

ticular, suppose that a node associated with item I appears on level

k of the tree. Then the filial set of node I on level k is the set

of nodes Ij, I.+, ... , I i+ml on level k+l. If the tree has T

levels, then there are m T branches leaving the bottom of the tree;
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in the particular case being considered these branches would be links

to inverted files.

Such a tree may be traced rapidly. Landauer h.as developed

theories of searching, generating and updating them. The primsry

disadvantage of such a tree for the proposed application is that it

is not well adapted to the use of variable length index items.

2.3.5. Effects of Truncating Index Items

In the brief discussions of the decoding mechanisms just

presented, it appears that some schemes are better equipped tc handle

variable length index items than others. With fixed word length com-

puters, such as the one on which the present system is implemented, it

is convenient to limit the size of index items in the decoding mech-

anism to one word. A simple method of doing this is the truncation of

every item so that only the first few characters of the item are used.

Because of the possible convenience of using truncated index terms,

the effects of truncation have been investigated using the ACM data.

What is betng considered in this section is not only a k-y-

to-address problem in the usual sense. It is proposed that the trun-

cated index item be used in most processing, with a check against the

complete index items (which are to be carried complete only in slow

memory) being made as records are retrieved from slow memory. If the

penalty resulting from loss of uniqueness due to the use of truncated

index items is found to be relatively small compared with the advant-

ages resulting from using fixed word length techniques, then truncation

of index items may be allowed before the decoding of those items to

slow memory addresses.
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Let the set of N distinct index items be D a d,...,d

Ivery item consists of a string of i maximum of 1, characters

Cl...CE ... cL such that the characters cl...c1 are t•.k faram sore!

alphabet A and CEl ... cL are a each apecial (blank) character. If an

index item consists of L non-blank characters, then I - L and no blank

is required. Thus, ic is assumed that no item contains more than L

characterr, and when convenient every item may be represented by a field

of L characters with all vf ',e nLun-blsuak characters justified left in

that field.

Now the index items forming the set D may be replaced by a

set D - dl,ll.d 1 4  . This set if formed from D by replacing every

index item in D by its initial K characters. This set will have M

elements where M N. The generation of such a set D from a set D

is shown in Figure 1., where N - 20, K a 4, and after trmuncation only

14 distinct strings exist, so M = 14. The elements of D have been

arranged in lexicographical order for convenience; this is not neces-

.. ri.• 'equired.

Let SI,...,Sm be the largest subsets of D which upon trunca-

tion reduce to single elements dl,...,dM of D . Such subsets are

illustrated in Figure 11. Note that

SiD (321i=l

Now if h(J) be the number of sets Si such that Si - J, and J be the

smallest number such that for all j J, h(j) = 0, then in the example
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A B S 01, U T E S1
V

AC CE S SS2

A C C 0 U N T S3

A C C OJUF T I N G

A C C RIU A L

ACCUIMULATOR S
I5

A C 0 UIS T I C A L S6

A C T IiV E S7

ACTIJVITY

A ) A MIS S8

A D D EIR S9

A D D IIN G
A D D I IT 1 6 N Slo
ADDIITIvES 1

A DD IlT I V E

ADDRIESS

A D D RIE S S I N G SRl
A D D RIE S S 0 G R A P H

A D VAIN C I N G S

AFFIXES S13

A:G I NIG S14

Figure 11 - Truncation for K =4



of Figure 11: h(1) - 10, h(2) 2 2. h(3) . 2, and J - 3. In general

J

N- jh(J) (33)

and
J

M = N- (J-l)h(j) . (34)

If index items are stored in memory, the length of such a

'Iet is reluced by a factor of M/N if the list is truncated, and the

corresponding number of comparisons when such a list is searched is

reduced by a factor of (M-*l)/(N+l) in the event of an ordinary directed

scan, or by about (log M)/(log N) in the event that a binary search is

performed. This is illustrated in Figure 12.

Now assume that some decoding mechanism exists tb&t can

give the address of a record in slow memory, given the truncated index

item associated with that record. That is, given any one of the M

elements of D* (such as d*), the decoding mechanism will generate the

slow memory address of a corresponding record Ri,1. This record con-

tains a complete index item d which is an element of the set Si*

When truncated, d becomes di. If Si has more than one element (that

is, if any elements of D other than d become d upon truncation),

then there must be a link from the record Ri, 1 corresponding to d

to records R1 , 2,... corresponding to the other complete index items

which are elements of Si.

II
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I.O .__ Log., Mr 
Lo9 2 N

M/ N

N+I0.9
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0.6
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K(NUMBER OF CHARACTERS)

EFFECT OF TRUNCATION ON IT-M L;ST LENGTH

BASIS- ACM REPOSITORY CORE COLLECTION

FIGURE 12
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A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 13, illustrating this

linking of records. Only the linkages are shown; the inverted lists

or other data are of course also present in the records.

The steps in bringing into fast memory a record (if any

exists) associated with an index item 9 of length L, which may 02 MY

not be an element of the original set D, are:

1) 9 is truncated to length K, forming Q*.

2) A decoding mechanism determines if Q* is an element of

DO. If it is not, the process terminates. If 9* is an

element of DO, for convenience let that element be

called d . The decoding mechanism provides the slow

memory address of record R i,.

3) Record R i, is brought into fast memory. In its control

section there is a complete index item, which is com-

pared with 0. If 0 and this index item are identical,

the search terminates.

4) If 0 and the index item in the control section of the

record in fast memory are not identical, the link of the

record is checked. If there are no further records

(Ri, 2 , etc.) the search terminates. If there are any

other records, they are brought into slow memory and the

process continues.

So, assuming that a record is associated with an index item, the chain

of slow memory recoras associated with items that become identical to

the given item upon truncation must be followed. Of course there are

alternate arrangements, such as placing a chain table of contents at
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I i IR 2 RI 3

1 ABSO LABSOLUTE 1

2 A CCE ACS

3 ACCO ACCOUNT CCUNIN

4 ACCR [ACCRUAL

5 ACCU JACCUMULATO

6 ACOU fjATCAL

7 ACTI A C T I V E~l"ý AC T I V ITY

a ADAMMAAiSS_

9 ADDE [DE l.,,
10 ADDI ADIN 'A CDI T10 ADDITIV

II ADDR ADDRESS J ADRSSN' DDESORP

1 2 ADVA [AVNCN

14 AGIN fGN

FIGURE 13

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF SLOW MEMORY RECORD LINKING



the head of every chain. But even with the proposed linksge scheme,

analysis will show reaconably efficient operation. and the scheme is

a simple one.

In the process of bringing the correct record into fast

memory, the important factor to be determined here is the effect -f

truncation insofar as it increases the number of slow memory accesses

required. For any Q - d a Sgp the average number of slow memory

accesses required is ISgI +1 • Since for 1 : j & J, there are

jh(J) records total in 2 chains of length J, then the average

number of slow memory accesses required to retrieve a record corres-

ponding to some 0 t D is

Kr I(J+l)h(j)
~ 2N

If 0 j D, but 0* C D*, and the chains have no table of contenits and

are not necessarily arranged with records in lexicographical order of

their index items on the chain, it is necessary to scan the entire

chain in order to determino that 0 e D. An average number of slow

nemor• accesses, K, has been found (35) for 0 e D. ( is the number

when 0 D:

S 2 h(j)(36)

The worst case, which might occur whether the index item 0 is

or is not an element of D but 0* a D, results in

i- * . (37)



For use with empirical data, it is convenient to tabulate the

functions h(J) for 2 : J ! J. Then the following forms are convenient:

J

Kr 1+ J (J-1) h(J) (38)

and

Kn= I+ J (J-1) h(j) (39)

These mar be obtained from (35) and (36) by substitution for h(l) from

(33), separating the first term from the remaining terms of the

summation in all equations. In the forms (38) and (39), the extra slow

memory accesses caused by truncation are clearly evident.

The values of the K's obtained are shown in Figures 14 and

15 . Since the K's are multiples of slow memory accesses, they may

also be considered to be multipliers of the T/t ratios previously

developed, representing the penalties resulting from incomplete de-

coding of slow memory addresses prior to starting slow memory accesses.

2.3.6. The Modified SRS System

Consider a tree similar to that described in Section 2.3.4.,

but with a branching factor that may vary from level to level. Its

disadvantages are a memory requirement somewhat larger than those of

the other schemes and an inability to process variable length indedc

items with ease. Because of the structure of the tree, however, groups

of filial sets may be stored in slow memory records so that the memory

requirement is not a serious one. The results of Section 2.3.-5.
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indicate that the use of index items truncated to only five characters

will increase the number or slow memory accesses by only about three

percent, and allow the use of fixed word length. These very few extra

accesses are judged reasonable, so such a tree may be used.

A group working under Professor Noah S. Prywes at the Moore

School of Electrical Engineering; of the University of Pennsylvania has

developed a problem-solving facility that runs on the same ccmputer

equipment as the nformation system-described here. A service routine

operating within this facility is called SRS - Storage and Retrieval

System 8, and with some modifications the SRS system has been made to

include both a decoding mechanism and the inverted files. This modified

system uses five-character index items for the initial record access,

comparing complete index items with data stored in the records as des-

cribed in Section 2.3.5. But whenever it is possible to do so, inverted

lists that have the same truncated index items are stored packed in the

same bucket. The effect of this is to reduce the penalties created by

truncation of the index items.

Actually, the modified SRS routine has been integrated into

a complete list handling package. This is described in a later section,

so only a short description indicating how the package retrieves inverted

lists will be given here.

It should be noted that the SRS structure is essentially one

of linked lists. In this particular application, the links are used

for continuation flags and for connecting lists that have ilentical

truncated index items. Because of automatic packing, the bucket size

is taken as large as possible to reduce the S/C ratio.

-• • ~~----- • , , _-_
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The organization of the inverted files and the decoding

mechanism is illustrated schematically in Figure 16. In fast memory

there is a single tree level. The required section of the second

level of the tree may be brought into fast memory from slow memory

with one slow memory access, and provides the information necessary to

decode to one packed s2ow memory bucket. The tree is therefore not a

balanced tree, since it does not have a constant branching factor.

In order to find an inverted file corresponding to an index

4tem, first the tree is scanned for the path to the slow memory level.

In the case of the index items QUADRANT, QUADRAT and QUALITY, which

when truncated become QUADR and QUALI, the slow memory information

lies between PINT end ROAR.

The segment covering index items from PINT to (but not in-

cluding) ROAR is then searched. If the truncated item is QUALI, the

bucket containing (among other things) the QUALITY inverted list may

be fetched. The table of contents of this bucket indicates the loca-

tion of the QUALI material in the bucket. There is no link from QUALI,

so the only inverted list whose name's initial letters are QUALI is t e

list named QUALITY. The program checks the complete index item, how-

ever, since the user might introduce a new word (such as QUALIFY) that

is not currently in the system. At the end of the inverted list for

QUALITY there is a symbol that indicates the end of the list.

The data associated with QUADR illustrate other points.

Tracing through the system for QUADRAT, the first entry in the QUADR

section is QUADRANT. But a pointer indicates a second bucket, showing

that more QUADR data exist. The first section of the second bucket is
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c)I FAST MEMORY

cc ~LEVEL IN

SLOW MEMORY

__________________I 'I a
L TABLE OF" TABLE OF'

CONTENTS FOR CONTENTS FOR BUCKETS WITH
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__U_ ____ _-- QUA DR "...... _UADRANT, QUADRANT INVERTED LISTS
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FIGURE 16

MEMORY ORGANIZATION
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again for QUADRANT, because the inverted list for that index item

required more space than was available in the first bucket (this is

indicated by a continuation symbol, rather than an end of list symbol,

at the end of the first bucket). However, a pointer indicates the

location of the QUADRAT inverted list.

2.3.7. Conclusions on the Decoding Mechanism

The modified SRS system, described in the previous section,

is used in the present implementation of the information retrieval

system. One factor in this selection was that the original SRS system

was available for the particular computer employed, and could be modi-

fied as described in the previous section. The problem of false hits

was exchanged for a slight additional average delay; analysis shows

that the use of truncated index items with a provision for additional

searching in the event of a mismatch on the full items does not cause

excessive delays. The delay doe, become more severe as N increases,

but is small for the files anticipated. The tree used has advantages

when mechanized using slow memory for storage of part of the tree. It

is partitioned so that every search requires just one slow memory

access before data buckets may be retrieved. Thus the fast memory re-

quirements are small.

The modified SRS system is well suited to the present applica-

tion where speed of retrieval and small ftst memory requirements are

important, and ease of updating is not a major consideration.

Figure 17 summarizes the more important features of the

decoding mechanisms considered in this chapter.
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Symbol Key-to-Address SRS-Type Triplet

_r Transformation Tree Search

Processes Variable- Yes Yes No Yes

length Items

False hits No Y_- No

Possible when

Item in File

False Hits No Yes Yes Yes

Possible When

Item not in

File

Extensive Yes No No Yes

Character

Processing

Required

Easily Parti- No Yea Yes

tioned for few

Slow Memory

Accesses

Easily Updated Yes Yes No No

Large Fast Yes hi No No

Memory Re-

quirement

FEATURES OF DECODING MECHANISMS

Figure 17



3.1. Data Lit Structures and Operators

This chapter describes the inverted lists used in the infor-

mation system and the generation of these lists. Fundamental opera-

tions upon lists used in the retrieval process are covered, as well as

the use of temporary working lists. Also described is a set of files

that supply the user with additional information concerning documents

retrieved.

Detailed information on input data specifications, formats,

and similar information may be found in the Appendix.

In the process of indexing, documents are characterized by

words, word phrases and codes under a wide variety of categories, such

as author's name, article's title, and descriptors* (e.g., "ordinary

differential equations", "ring counter"). Such a characterizing unit

is called an index term. All conventional bibliographic terms, des-

criptors and added information codes** are index items. Index terms

have been structured by a convention that forces the indexer to

specify that an index term falls into one of the following categories:

* Descriptors are words or word phrases that describe the subject mat-
ter of that document. Characterization of documents by descriptors may
be likened to the generation of subject heading cards in a conventional
library but on a more extensive scale. The word "descriptor" is used
here to embrace the transients, free terms and descriptors of
reference 18.

** See references 18 and 19 for an explanation of the indexing
scheme used in establishing the data file. To the scheme presented in
those refereices, the identification uf the indexer and the date of
the indexing have been added for use in quality control. See also the
Appendix

. 64 .
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Date of indexing and indexer's identifying code

Author's name(s)

Date of issue

Title

Editor's name(s)

Identification of issuer

Page size

Number of illustretions

Number of pages

Collection in which document appears

Descriptors

Added information codes.

These categories are called sectors. For any particu]ar sector, there

may be more than one index term associated with a single document. A

document with more than one author is an example, ach author's name

being a separate index term.

An index item is a single code or word that serves as an

element of an index term; any index term consisting of more than one

word (set of contiguous characters not including a space) may be de-

concatenated into an ordered sequence of index items. Additional pro-

cessing is also performed when index terms are transformed into index

items.

Index items may be obtained as follows:*

By deconcatenation of an index term; e.g., "RING COUNTER"

becomes "RING" followed by "COUNTER";

* The sector code tags, introduced in Section 3.2., are not shown
in this example.
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By deconcatenation and substitution of a standard abbreý-

viation; e.g., "AUGUST 1966" becomes "AUG" followed by

"196611.

By expansion of 8 condensed or abbreviated index term;

e. g., "cP. 1. )" becomes "PROGRAMMING" followed by

"LANGUAGE".

By deconcatenation and elimination of common wordsi e.g.

"PEMRIEVAL OF INFORMATION" becomes "RETRIEVAL" followed

by "INFCRMATION".

Retrieval is performed not on a basis of index terms, but by

use of index items. It would of course be possible to retrieve by

index terms rathe- than index items, but by using index items retrieval

1s accomplished even if only part of a word phrase is known. The means

by which thiis process has been mechanized are discussed in Section

3.3.4., but the effect is described here. The discussion immediately

below does not apply to the special added information sector, since in

that category information is represented by distinct codes whose order

is unimportant and in which the space character is used only for pro-

viding ease in reading.

Let an index term be represented by a string of words

W1 ,W2 ,...,Wn. If documents were characterized by complete index

terms, only that string could be used to retrieve the document or

documents characterized by it. Now let i1 ,i 2 ,... ,im be integers

such that 1 : i i2 ! ... : im ! n. Then in the system using index

item .haracterization, the string Wil,Wi 2,... ,Wim will retrieve the

doci-aent or documents originally characterized (and indexed) by the
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string WIW 2 ,... ,Wn. Thus, retrieval is possible when incomplete

knowledge of a word phrase exists.

Consider, by way of further illustration, the following.

let c, P, y, a, e be index items used to fcrm index terms such as

a y e. Let three documents, A, B, and C, be characterized by the

index terms a 0 y a e, a y e and a y, respectively. It is assumed that

no other documents exist. The strings a 0 y a e£ a 0, And a all will

retrieve only document A. The st:ing a y e will retrieve documents A

and B. Either a or a y or y will retrieve all three documents. A

string containing an index item other than a, 0, y, a and e will re-

trieve no documents. The order of index items is taken into account,

so that the string y a will retrieve no documents.

With appropriate sector codes, the descriptor "FORTRAN"

would retrieve all documents indexed with any phrase in which the word

"FORTRAN" appears. "IPM 704 FORTRAN II" would retrieve a smaller num-

ber of documents dealing w th a more restricted concept.

3.2. Generation and Format of Inverted Lists

Inverted lists sre formed for every index item used in the

characterization of documents, excluding common words (at. the, etc.)

and such information as page size, number of pages and number of illus-

trations. In the generation of these lists and in their use, the sec-

tor of each index item is coded as an additional character and appended

to the item. Thus every inverted list is named by an in--ex item and

the context (sector identification) of the index term from which the

index item was generated.
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The inverted list named by an index item (with a sector

specification) contains the set of accession numbers of all documents

characterized (under that sector specification) by an index term con-

taiming that index item. It also contains the order of the index item

in the index term in which it appears. This is done by including in

every inverted list entry not only the accession number of the document

but also the position of the index item in the index term character-

izing that document. Inverted lists tnus consist of accession-position

number pairs.

By way of illustration, suppose that two documents have the

following information included in their indexing:

Accession Number 110

Author BORTEK, CHARLES

Title LETTER TO PACT POLICY COMMITTEE

ENCLOSING FINAL REPORT OF PACT II

WORKING COMMITTEE

Accession Number 113

Author WAGNER, FRANCIS V

Title LETTER TO MEMBERS OF SHARE, ON

PACT 1A COMPILER SYSTEM

Using numerical tags "'" to indicate the author and "3"

to indicate title, part of the information from the above document

indexing would be added to inverted lists as follows:
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List Name BORTEKi CHARLES1 LETTER3 PACT3 FINAL3 IA3

Accession- 110-1 110-2 110-1 110-2 110-6 113-p

Position 113-1 110-8

Number Pair 113-4

In the example, since the word "FINAL" appears in the title

(sector three) of document number i10, the accession number 110

appears in the inverted list named "FINAL". The word "FINAL" is the

sixth index item in the index term "LETTER TO THE PACT POLICY COMMITTEE

... ", not counting common words, so the position number, six, is added

to the accession number, forming "110-6".

Every accession-position number pair is, in the present

mechAnization, stored in one 36-bit computer word. The second through

thirtieth bits are used for the accession number. As accession num-

bers are not necessarily integers, they are carried in a modified

character-by-character representation. The last six bits of the word

are used to store the position number. The first bit is present only

when the word represents not an accession-position number pair, but an

internal "housekeeping" information word indicating either the end of

the inverted list or the end of that portion of the list currently

held in fast memory.

3.3. Operations on Inverted Lists

Requests for retrieval of information are stated in terms of

strings of words modified by sector indicators and related by logic

operators, and are translated into operations upon inverted lists.

This translation, covered in Chapter 5, is si~miar to the operation

of an algebraic compiler that translates arithmetic statements com-

posed of operators and variable names into arithmetic operations upon
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the values identified by the variable names.

In this Section, the list operators will be discussed. There

are four operators that are used to process inverted lists. All are

binary, operating on two lists to produce a third (temporary) list,

and are represented in infix notation by the symbols & I + , t and

A * These symbols have beer. chosen from the rather limited set of

available symbols on the standard four-row Teletype model 33 or 35,

with the exception of the a symbol. A represents an operation not

explicitly named in the input message.

* A convenient representation of the inverted or temporary

list Aj i.e., the list in the inverted file corresponding to the

jth index item, where A contains n.i members, is the set ofn

ordered pairs:

A (ayp)1,...., (a,p)n JA ; II =n

If n is zero, A~ is said to be null*. Every ordered pair (a.,P)i

corresponds to an instance of the use of the particular index item,

with its section code., which names lict A J*The left element a of the

(a~p)i pair is the accession number of a document characterized by an

index term from which the index item associated with list A. was

derived. The right element p indicates the position of the index item

in the index term, except in the case of some sectors corresponding to

inverted lists where position numbers are not meaningful, and similarly

for certain temporary lists where p is always set equal to zero.

In the computer, all lists are stored so that they are in

numerical order when considered as integers (p containing less

significant digits than a).

*In the computer, a null list is represented by a single end of list
flag.
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3,3.1. List Union

"'he "union" of lists X and Y is represented by X+Y. The union

operator is coimutative, but is not identical, although similar to,

commutative union of sets. As position numbers are not needed in lists

generated by this operation, the position number part of every resulting

position-accession number pair is set equal to zero. The elements of

the resulting temporary list are defined by:

x+Y- [ (a,o) I [ C p] C (a,p) C X V (a,p) c Y 3

If X is the list of document characterized by index item a

(such as the author Smith) and Y by itjm p (such as the author Jones),

then X+Y is the list of accession numbers of papers characterized by

either a or 0 or both (written by Smith or Jones or co-authored by

them).

3.3.2. List Intersection

The "intersection" of lists X and Y is represented by X & y.

The intersection operator is commutative. As position numbers are

not needed in lists generated by this operation, they are treated as

in union. The elements of the resulting list are given by:

x & Y = ( (am 11 3 P (ap) e x A(ap') e Y .

Using the example at the end of Section 3.3.1., X & Y is the

list of document accession numbers characterized by both a and

(papers co-authored by Smith and Jones).

3.3.3. List Complementation

The "complement" of a list on the universe of all accession-

position number pairs in the system would be unwieldy to mechanize and
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of little value. The operator which is used generates the list of

accession numbers that appear in one list but not in a second; it is

an "and not" operator. The intersection of X with the complement of Y

is represented by XtY. The resulting list contains exactly once cv, ry

accession number appearing in list X but not in Y. The operator is not

commutative. Position numbers are treated as in union. The elements

of the resulting list are given by:

XtY = I (aO).0 3pi) Vp'] I (a,p) e x A (ap') i Y ]

From the example of the past two sections, XtY is the list

of accession numbers of documents characterized by a a but not by 0

(papers written by Smith alone or in collaboration with anybody other

than Jones).

3.3.4. List Concatenation

This operation is used in connection with retrieval by a

string of index items which may not contain a.l the items appearing

in the characterizing index term. The concatenation of two lists,

X and Y, is represented by XAY.

In the resulting list, no two accession-position number

pairs have identical accession numbers. An accession number appears

in the pairs of the resulting list if and only if that accession num-

ber appears in both list X and list Y and the position number of the

accession-position number pair in list X does not exceed the position

number of the accession-position number pair in list Y. In the re-

sulting list, each accession-position number pair is assigned the
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position number appearing in list Y, which is not necessarily zero.

It is possible that two or more accession-position number

pairs exist in list Y having the same accession number but different

position numbers and that more than one of these meets the require-

ments stated above. In this event, only the pair having the smallest

position number and meeting the other qualifications appears in the

resulting list.

This is the operation that makes it possible to retrieve

documents characterized by word phrases, using only parts of those

phrases. The operator does not commute, and its action is more easily

stated in formal notation than in English:

xAY - ( (a,p)l[ Kp'] 1 (a,p') e x A (ap) e Y

A (p' • p)A I V p"] I (ap") e Y = (p" a p) I I I.

Some examples of the effect= of the concatenation operation

(including repeated application) are given at the end of Section 3.1.

Consider the document with accession number 1328 in the ACM Repository,

which has the title (sector 3), "A Table of Characteristics of Soviet

Digital Computers". If an inverted list associated with any word

(other than a coon word) in the title is X, and a second list assoc-

iated with a second word in the title is Y, then accession number 1328

will appear in the retrieved XAY list if and only if the first word

appears before the second in the title. Exxending this, the document

with accession number 1328 will be specified by repeated applications

of the concatenation operator (applying it from left to right) to any
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string Wl,...,WnU if that string of index items may be generated from

the original title (not including common words) by deleting zero or

more words from the title. (It is not permitted that all words be

deleted.) As specifications become less and less complete, more and

more accession numbers may be included in the resulting list: e.g.,

"digital" is surely less specific than "Soviet Digital Computers",

and will exclude fewer documents from the retrieved list.

3.4. List Storage and Retrieval

The four list operators described in Section 3.3 all require

two lists as arguments, and generate a resulting list. Lists are of

variable length. Long lists must be segmented, obtained from slow

memory segment by segment, and stored in slow memory as segments are

generated. The structure of inverted list storage is described in

Chapter 2, and in particular the overall structure is presented in

Section 2.3.6. The routines with which the list operation routines

(and some others) must communicate in order to obtain or store list

segments are described in this section.

A maximum segment length is one bucket, less all normal

bucket control words except one. The control word which must be

retained follows all data in a list segment, indicating the end of

data or that there are additional segments on the list.

Four routine entry points are used for list storage and re-

trieval. One routine takes successive list segments from a buffer

area and stores them in slow memory. Another fills one of two buffers

in fast memory with list segments from slow memory. The latter has

two entry points, each one corresponding to a different list and fast



memory buffer.

The routines above, when called, do not receive an explicit

reference to a particular list. They have been designed this way so

that once the name of a list has been decoded, and the head of the list

located in slow memory, the decoding mechanism does not have to be

used when additional segments of the same list are called for. Since

the list processing routines all generate just one list, there is

only one entry point for list storage routine. As the list processing

routines all require two arguments, the retrieval routine has two

entry points.

A third routine "primes" the list storage and retrieval rou-

tines. Before a list may be stored or retrieved, the third routine is

called and provided with the name of the list in question and the de-

sired action. Then subsequent calls to the storage and retrieval rou-

tines store or retrieve consecutive segments of the list named in the

call to the "priming" routine.

The four entry points discussed in this section--one routine

with a single entry point which sets up the identities of lists to be

stored or retrieved, one with one entry point, which stores list seg-

ments,and one with two entry points, which retrieves list segments--

provide an interface between the routines that operate on lists and

part of the modified SRS system discussed in Section 2.3.6.

3.5. List Types

Three types of lists exist in the system: inverted,

temporary,and linear. The inverted lists, previously described, are

named by their index items. Index items are derived from index terms
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and sector codes, and are (including blanks) twenty eight characters

long.

Temporary lists are available for use as working storage,

and are the only type of list which may be written upon. Temporary

lists are given numerical names, expressed internally in the computer

as binary numbers. (Because it is possible that the name of a tempor-

ary list might be identical with the name of some other list, the

"primer" routinewhich associates list names with list storage and re-

trieval routine entry points must be given information indicating

whether or not a list specified to it is a temporary list.)

Consider the execution of an information retrieval command

by the system. A specification consisting of index terms, sector

identifiers and operators is processed, generating a temporary list of

accession numbers of documents meeting the specifications. To the

user of the system, who initiated the retrieval command, the accession

numbers are of some value. But of considerably greater value is the

ability to retrieve part or all of the information used in the charac-

terization of the document--author,, title, and all the other infor-

mation shown at the beginning of this chapter. This information is

stored in a linear file, within the list structure of the syste-a. One

list is associated with each document. The selective use of the data

that are stored in these lists is covered in Chapter 5.

The name of a list in th, linear file is simply the acces-

sion number of the document with which the list is associated, pre-

ceded by a dollar sign. Since accession numbers in the present system

consist of five or fewer characters, and the capacity of n. word is six
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characters, the name of a linear list may be contained in one IBM 7*O

word. As no inverted list names may contain a dollar sign, the re-

trieval programs may easily recognize a linear list and decode only

six characters, as opposed to twenty-eight.



4.1. Provisions for User-Computer Communications

In order to facilitate real-time man-machine communications

using a remote reactive teletypewriter terminal, the information re-

trieval system has been provided with message generation functions.

These allow the user of the system to edit, proofreadand correct his

messages before their transmission to the processor that performs

the actual information search. The editing routines are combined

with the general programs that control communications between the

user and the system (and also control the execution of background

programs).

It is the purpose of this chapter to describe the functions

of these communications routines as seen from two viewpoints. One is

that of the user, at the remote terminal. The second is that of a

systems programmer writing the central information retrieval programs.

Before the communications program functions can be ey lained,

a brief description of the equipment and several available options is

need.4d.

14. 1.. Equipment Employed

Units are interconnected as shown in Figure 18. Two com-

puters are employed, the larger IBM 7040 being used for the infor-

mation retrieval processing. The smaller computer, a Digital Equip-

ment Corporation model PDP-5, provides the iszr of the system with

the facility to generate, inspect, and edit messages before they are

-78 -
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submitted for processing to the IBM 7040.

The remote Teletype-Dataphone terminals can be set to either

half- or full-duplex mode. A sense switch* on the PDP-5 console makes

the corresponding selection at the computer equipment. Full-duplex

operation is preferred, since with it the PDP-5 computer controls all

the printing at the remote station. This permits suppression of

characters that are inadvertently typed by the user but are not in the

set of allowable characters. It also insures that the user of the

system knows whether or not he is communicating with the computer. An

additional advantage is one that arises because a user may, in error,

attempt to send a message to the system at the same time that the sys-

tem is trying to send a message to him. This '.auses no trouble with

full-duplex equipment, but with half-duplex it may terminate the tele-

phone connection.

Remote stations may have parity bit generation features, but

it is not required that they be so equipped.

Although this chapter is written in terms of a remote con-

sole, the PDP-5 console may also be used as a terminal if it is so

selected by sense switch option.

4.1.2. Practice Mode, Paper Tape, and Background Programs

In order that the users of the system may become familiar

with the editing procedures and the use of the remote Teletype units,

a sense switch option is provided that allows operators to formulate,

proofread and correct input messages without having the 7040 process

* A description of the options which may be selected by use of the
sense switch controls is printed out at the PDP-5 console when
programs are first loaded.
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them. This is the "practice mode".

For test and demonstration purposes, sense switch options

are provided that allow the use of punched paper tape as an input

medium.

Since the user of the system must compose, type, and correct

input messages, and since the standard Teletype unit is limited to

ten characters per second, the large computer may not actually be pro-

cessing information retrieval programs for much of the time during

which it must be available to the system. But it must be immediately

available whenever its use is requested. For this reason, the 70+O has

been programmed to process "background" computations, executing other

programs when it is not needed by the information retrieval system.

When the PJP-5 signals the 7040 for attention, the 70 40 stops pro-

cessing the background program, waits for any input and output pro-

cesses to terminate, stores the status of the program counter and

various working registers, and gives control to the information re-

trieval programs. When the 7040 is no longer needed for retrieval,

the execution of the background program is resumed at the point where

it had been interrupted previously.

•4.2. Communications from the User's Viewpoint

In this section, the formulation and editing of messages

generated by the user and addressed to the information retrieval sys-

tem will be discusz :A and illustrated. The subprograms that accom-

plish message handling have been designed with ease of use as a primary

objective. In particular, the user should have to remember as few

rules as possible. When a user response is required during the editing
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ocess, he is always provided with some cue. Because of the speed

limitations imposed by the use of slow Teletype units, such prompting

messages must be short; but experience has shown that the use of even

very short messages establishes a simple "quasi-English" dialogue be-

tween the user and the system.

The discussion below is preseated in the following sequence:

initial connection procedures, delay and disconnect features, and t~'e

man-machine dialogue provisions.

In order to establish initial contact with the system, a

remote user must dial the number of the Dataphone connected to the

PDP-5 computer. When the Dataphone answers, the user must type a

space character to open the conversation. This is required because

upon establishment and termination of telephone connection, unwanted

characters are sometimes generated. By requiring a specific character

before dialogue may begin, and by rejecting all "noise" characters

preceding that specific character, the effects of undesired characters

are greatly reduced.

As mentioned above, the PDP..-5 computer may be set for prac-

tice mode, in which case only the editing features may be used and no

messages are sent to the 7040 computer for processing. In practice

mode, once contact has been established via the Dataphones and the

space character transmitted, the remote operator is given the instruc-

tion "E=TER MESSAGE". After all message formatting and edting has

been completed in practice mode, the PDP-5 causes the remote st&.ion

to print the statement: "THIS IS THE MESSAGE WHICH WOULD BE PRINTED TO

Th• 7040", followed by the final version of the message.
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If practice mode is not selected, that is, when normal opera-

tion is desired, the first message printcd at the user's console after

contact has been established and the space character transmitted is

"STAMM"Y'. This is repeated once evtxy minute until the 7040 computer

becomes available. This delay for the 7040 is anticipated when a run

is being started, since a user may dial into the system when the PDP-5

is loaded and ready for use, but the 7040 has not yet been loaded with

the information retrieval and background programs. When the 7040 does

become available, it is given control of the entire system, including

comunications with the user. (The first message transmitted to the

user asks for his identifying user number, but that is a function of

thu 7040 executive programs, not the communications routines being

discussed here.) After establishing contact in practice or normal

mode, the user is asked to answer some question or enter some re-

quest.

Unless the user is operating in practice mode, the 7040 also

has control over the termination of the connection between the remote

console and the PDP-5 computer; and, therefore, it has the ability to

disconnect a user from the system. The actual disconnection is accomp-

lished when the PDP-5 sends a special end-of-transmission (EOT) code

to the remote station, which causes the telephone connection to be

broken and turns off the power at the remote terminal. A user may be

disconaected if he requests termination. Or in the event that manual

intervention or the interval timer of the 7040 indicates that alloted

time has expired, a special routine which takes only microseconds of

7040 time causes the PDP-5 to transmit to the remote terminal "7040
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NO IWNGER AVAIIABLE. CONNECTION TERMINATED. " followed by an EOT code.

"The PDP-5 may also initiate such termination. Whenever a

response is expected from a user, a timer routine in the PDP-5 starts.

The timer is reset every time a character is received from the remote

station. If the timer reaches two minutes, a warning message is sent

to the user at the remote terminal. If there is still no response

after another minute, the message "EXCESSIVE DELAY. CONNECTION TERMIN-

ATED." is sent, and the remote station is disconnected.

Whenever the system expects input, the user is informed of

this by a message such as "YOU MAY PROCEED :=" or "SAME INFORMATION

AS BEFORE? :=". He then formulates his message in answer to the sys-

tem, using the "short editing" and on some occasions the "full editing"

described below. All messages generated by the operator are terminated

by the message termination symbol pair - two adjacent inequality sym-

bols: "< >". Thus, if the last symbols appearing during the progress

of the dialogue are "-", the machine is waiting for the user; and if

the last symbols are "< ." the user is waiting for the machine.

Generally, when a machine question is to be answered "YES

< >" or "NO < >", the question is followed by "?:=".

4.2.1. The Input Alphabet and Short Editing

The following characters may be used in any combination to

form input messages, subject to restrictions on the use of the exclama-

tion point, question mark and inequality symbols:

- the letters A, B, .. ,Z;

- the digits 0, 1, .. , 9;

- the space;
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The special characters below:

+ ? &

t

The maximum length of an input message is 2700 characters; it is

highly unlikely that messages of greater length will be encountered

in normal use.

The characters used to delimit a new line of text are the

carriage return and the line feed. They are treated identically.,

either one generating a new line and four initial spaces. The spaces

are required because lines are later numbered by the full editing rou-

tine., and an area of the page must be allocated for the line numbers.

The spaces do not become part of the actual text of the message. Con-

..ecutive line delimiters are st-cred in the PDP-5 as a single delimiter

and, upon printing, appear as a single delimiter.

Whenever paper tape input is selected by a sense switch

option, the carriage return, line feedý and four space characters are

required on the input tape, and the codes that stop the paper tape

reader (X-off) must be present in appropriate locations. Blank tape,

rubout)and leader codes* are iCnored.

During the composition of a message, the horizontal arrow

symbol may be used alone or %Ith the question mark or exclamation

Blank tape consists of tape with none of the information channels
punched and has as its octal representation 000. The respective
representations of rubout and leader are 377 and 200.
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point for "short editing". This short editing is always available to

the user; in the event that short messages are expected, it is the only

editing available. There are three uses of the arrow:

1) if ., a string of one or more arrows such that the

character immediately following the last arrow is not

"?" or "!". This causes deletion of the arrows and

the last, the last two, or the last N characters

according as there are one, two, or N arrows.

2) "-?". This causes deletion of the entire message.

3) "-'". This causes deletion of the current line of

the message, unless the only symbols on the current

line are the arrow and exclamation point, in which

case the preceding line is deleted.

The horizontal arrows do not become a part of the input

message, but "!" and "?" may occur in a message if they are not

immediately preceded by an arrow.

Note that it is possible to dictate the deletion of charac-

ters or lines that do not exist, by providing more occurrences of

" -'" than there are lines or of " -" than there are characters in

in the message. Whenever this is done or the "-?" option is used,

the editing routines print "RE-ENTER MESSAGE:" at the remote console,

indicating a fresh start.

All characters other than those mentioned above are illegal.

If an illegal character is transmitted to the PDP-5, the computer

ignores the character insofar as the message being formed is concerned.

A bell is rung at the remote station, to indicate to the user that
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some illegal character has been transmitted. In the event that the

transmitting station is operating in full-duplex mode, the illegal

character is not printed at the operator's console. It is not possible

to suppress this printing when half-duplex equipment is in use.

One exception is the vertical form feed, which is treated

as an illegal character but is registered at an originating station

even if that station is operating full-duplex.

Some messages generated by users are always short,"YES < >"

or "NO < >", or numbersor the like. These are subject to short

editing only. Other messages are subject to the full editing des-

cribed below. Except for the communications with the full editing

routine itself, which are subject to short editing only, the 7040

selects the editing options in normal mode. In practice mode, in

which the 7040 is not used, full editing of the test messages always

occurs.

4.2.2. Full Editing

In addition to the always present short editing, some user

generated messages may be printed back, proofread and corrected after

they have been completed (that is, after the " < >" has been typed).

Messages subject to this kind of editing are potentially long ones,

such as those specifying retrieval criteria.

After a complete message requiring full editing has been

typed the operator receives the inquiry "PRINTf :=". He must answer

......... I I I
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either "Y < > or "RO < >"*. If he answers "NO < >"% then his mess-

age is transmitted to the 7040 for processing (or printed at the re-

mote console if practice mode is being employed).

Suppose the user answers "YES < >". The message will then be

printed at the remote Teletype exactly as it stands after the deletions

caused by any short editing performed when the message was originally

entered. Lines will be numbered by consecutive decimal numbers, the

first line being numbered one. The format is: first a two digit

decimal number, then a right square bracket, then a space and then the

line of the input message. The square bracket is chosen because it is

available; and, because it is not a legal character, it is unlikely

that the line numbers will be confused with the text of the message.

The line numbers do not become a part of the message itself. Recall

that during the initial typing of a message, when a line delimiter

(carriage return or line feed) is struck, the new line starts with

four spaces; these spaces reserve the area in which the line numbers

now appear for purposes of editing.

After the message has been printed, the question "CORREC-

TIONS? :=" is asked. Again, this must be answered "YES < >" or

"IO < >". In the event that the answer is negative, the message is

transmitted to the 7040 (or printed at the remote station if practice

mode is selected).

* Short editing is allowed here, so "N -YES < >" is allowed. "N < >"
and "Y < >" are acceptable synonyms for "Mw < >" and "YES < >". If
the reply is not recognized, the operator is requested to "ANSWER
'YES' OR 'NO'."", and then "PRINT? :=" is generated again, so that
the user may re-enter his answer to the question.
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If the answer given to "CORRECTIONS? :=" is "YES < >", the

user next receives the message "LINE NO.:-". There are two possible

forms of answer to this query. First, the user may reply "ALL < >".

If he does so, the entire message is deleted, and the operator is

instructed to "RE-ENTER MESSAGE :w". When he has done so, he will

again be asked "PRINT? :a".

As an alternative to answering "ALL < >", the user may type a

one- or two-digit number, specifying a line of the message. If the

message consists of N lines numbered from 1 to N, the line specified may

be one between zero and N+l. The two extra positions are added in

order that a line may be added before the original first line, or

after the last one. Any other number will be rejected as an illegal

response, and the request "LINE NO.:-" will again be asked.

After the line number has been specified, the user must res-

pond to the request "LINE(S):=". He then indicates the replacement

for the line indicated. Such replacements may be considered to fall

into three categories, although to the user the division is an implicit

rather than an explicit one.

First, the user may respond to "LINE(S):=" by typing only

"'C >". This indicates that a line is to be deleted, and that nothing

is to be added in its place.

•Seconely, the user may type one line, that is, a string of

characters containing no line lelimiters and followed by "< >". This

line then replaces the specified line in the message.

Thirdly, more than one line may be typed. This causes the

specified line of the original text to be replaced by the several new
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lines specified. If reference is made to the same line before the

revised message haa been printed, the reference is in effect to all

the new lines replacing the single line. This is because in all cases,

the line numbers remain unchanged regardless of any editing performed

until the message is next printed by use of an affirmative response

to the query "PRINT? :-".

After the question "LINE(S):=" has been answered, the user

is asked "MORE? :=", which is again a question to be answered "YES < >"

or "NO < >". If he answers "NO < >", the editing programs return to

the point where "PRINT?:=" was asked. If "MORE? :=" s answered

"YS < >"1, the next question asked of the user if; again "LINE NO.:=".

New line numbers are assigned only after "PRINT? :=" is answered in

the affirmative.

The message is transmitted to the 7040 (or printed at the

remote terminal if practice mode is being used) only when either

"PRINT? :=" or "CORRECTIONS? :=" is answered "NO < >".

4.2.3. Examples of Editing

In the following examples, full editing in the practice

mode is illustrated. As the short editing options are always avail-

able, they also are illustrated. Figure 19 shows the use of "

and " -:" in the initial message formation, replacement of a line

under the "CORRECTIONS? := command, the use of short editing options

in formulation of an answer to a query directing full editing.

The timer-activated disconnection of a remote user and

warning messages which result if the remote station sends no infor-

mation for a period of three minutes is illustrated in Figure 21.
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ENTER ME:;SAGlr:

RETRIEVE (;AI RUJ3INOV'-FF & 1S-$3-.(Sc3 AUJTOMATA
SEGUE,,TIAL MACNHINIS) + (SAI PAULL AN..-A UNGRE & 59
STATE ;RED;JCION FINITE 3TATE AUTOMATA,-
STATF RED'JCTION SEOUE1JTIAL MACHINES)4'

PRINT? ,= YES-c

YOUR MESSAGE IS:

Oil RZTRIEVE (SAI RU3INOF'F A (CSB AUTOMATA +
023 SEQUENTIAL MACHINES) + (SAI PAULL A UNGRE 4 S3
031 STATE REDUCTION SE.)UENTIAL MACHINES)

coRRFc'IONS? = YES:c

LINE NO. = <
LINF(S)t

SEQUENJTIAL iIACHINFS) + SAI PAULL 4 UEtR---GE.i A 58

MORE? : Y E"0-<
PRINT? N.-- 0O<:
ANS'IE'R "Y.ES" OR "',O4 °o
PRINT? := NO\<
THIS IS THE MESSAGE 4.IHICH WJOULD BE TRANSMITTED TO THE 7'341:

RETRIEVE (SAI RUSINOFF A (S9 AUTOMATA *
SE'}JENTIAL MACHI.JE') + S.t PAJLL A Ji'GER .S ,9
STATE REDUCTION Srý,IJTNTIAL MACHINES)

EDITING ECAMPLES - MART 1

Figure 19
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ENTER MESSAGE:

TETRIEVE-."wo..-
RE-ENTER MESSAGE:

i<EThd EVE $Al 8AUL.N, WALTER~ F- & BROWN, J. HARVER
& CArKr'A JUHN W. III & GAkUNERA J- & HOFFMAN* k'OSLY

YOU~k MhE.ý,AGE IS:

01) 8I'EirUEVE SAl SAU7-ko WALTEk F. & BR~OWN, J. HARVER
023 & CAkk, JOHN W. III &GARDNERi Jo & HOFFMiANP ROSLY
033 N. & PEkliNS., ROýEgT

CORRECTIONS? Z;.

LINE NO. 1<>

LINE(S);

RETkIEVE SAl SAUER, vWALTER F. &Bx0OWN, J. HARVEY

.VioE? ;= YES<>

LINE NO. : 54>
ILLEGAL kESiJ0NSE.
LINE NO. 4-c
LINE(S) s

&POLLMAR, CARL ; a,.AZGU.NASv Lo
R ICHAkOSGN, VIRGINIA &WkIGHT, J. bo<>

~D:CG ~X2L23- ?AT 2

Fiue20
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MORE? $a N04>
PRINT? : Y

YOUR MESSAGE IS:

nIl RETRIEVE SAI BAUER, WALTEX F. 9 BROWN, J. HARVEY
023 & CARR, JOHN W. III & GARDNE•R, J- & HOFFMA-Ni ROSLY
f33 N. & )JERKINS, ROBERT
1043 & POLLMAk, CARL & RAZGUNAS, L.
053 & RICHARDSON* VIRGINIA & WRIGHT. J. B.

CORRECTIONS? : 4= NO>
THIS IS THE MESSAGE wiICH WOULD BE TRANSMITTED TO THE 7040:

RETRIEVE SAI BAUER, WALTER F. & BROWN, J. HAfRVEY
& CAtk, jUhN W. III & GAkDNE.R J. & HOFFMAN* ROSLY
N. & PERKINS, ROBERT
A POLLMAN, CARL & RAZGUNAS, L.
& RICHARbSON* VIRGINIA & WkIGHT, J. i.

ENTER MESSAGE:

YOU HAVE ONE MINUTE TO RESPOND.

EXCESSIVE DELAY. CONNECTION TERMINATED.

EDITNIG EXAY1PLES - PA.IT 3

Fi~ure 21
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Figures 20 and 21 show several features of the editing rou-

tines. First shown is the effect of an attempt to delete more charac-

ters than exist in a message. Line replacement using the "CORREC-

TIOS? :=" option of full editing is shown, including the addition of

line number N+l, replacement of one line by more than one line and an

attempted replacement of a line not numbered between zero and N+l.

4.3. Interface with the Retrieval Programs

In the foregoing sections the communication routines were

described from a user's point of view. A programmer writing for the

7040 sees the PDP-5 computer and the user of the system through a

7040 subroutine that controls the exchange of information between the

two machines and the remote user.

This subroutine has four arguments and may be called from

either FORTRAN or MAP programs. One argument is the starting

address for an input buffer region. Information generated by the

user and edited by the PDP-5 editing routines is placed in this buffer

when it is transmitted from the PDP-5 to the 7040. The input buffer

contains 450 words of 6. characters each, and the characters are repre-

sented in IBM six bit internal code. A second argument of the subrou-

tine identifies the location of an output buffer of 900 words to be

sent to the remote user, these words having the same code format as

the input buffer words. In either buffer the first character of the

first word of the buffer is the first character of the message.

Since messages are of variable length (but no longer than the buffer

capacity), a special symbol is used to mark the end of any message.
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The timing mechanism that disconnects a station remaining

silent for three minutes following an input request is mechanized in

the PDP-5. It is necessary that the 7040 programs be able to test for

this condition, in order to determine when for some reason the user has

quit or been disconnected without signing off. A third argument of the

communication routine conveys this information.

The final argument is set by all 7040 programs that call

on the coummnication routine, and is used to indicate the action

required. There are seven possible values of this argument, indicating

seven possible required actions:

- Initialize the locations used for job termination,

and enable the traps in the 7040 that respond to

the PDP-5. This is done only once.

- Wait for a remote user to dial into the system.

- Send the contents of the output bulfer to the user's

terminal to be printed, and disconnect the remote

terminal when the printing is completed.

- Send the contents of the output buffer to the user,

and print them at the remote terminal. Then wait for

the user to send back a message, using only short

editing. Upon return from the subroutine, this message

may be found in the input buffer.

- Perform the same functions as are descriled immediately

above, except that the full editing options are made

available to the user.
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- Send the contents of the output buffer to the user,

printing them at the remote conscle. No input from

the remote terminal is received.

- Print a message at the remote console indicating that

the 7040 is no longer available, disconnect the remote

Teletype and restore the 7040 traps so that the PDP-5

cannot interrupt the 7040. The output buffer is not

used, as the message printed is permanently stored in

the PDP-5.

All functions except for the last one operate in the

following manner: when the subroutine is called, control remains with

the subfoutine until the specified activity has been completed, insofar

as the calling program is concerned. When the calling program receives

control, the activity has been completed. The function described

last is an exception to this, and is used only when the entire sys-

tem is being shut down. It is also an exception in that it may be

called at any time, even interrupting a previous call of the same sub-

routine with a different set of arguments.

In the case of all functions described except for the first

and last, the subroutine call acts as a portal to the background prc-

gram. The background work is performed while messages sent to the

remote user are printed, while a user formulates and edits a message,

or while the system waits for a user to dial in.



5.1. The Information System

The elements of the information system discussed in the

preceeding chapters were the data file and its list retrieval mechanism,

the editing and communications provisions, the list operations, and the

linear and temporary list facilities. In this chapter the other com-

ponents of the system will be considered, namely those that allow the

system to accept a user's retrieval request (after processing by the

editing routines), to transform that request into a set of list opera-

tions, to execute those operations, thereby producing a list of acces-

sion numbers for documents that satisfy the original request, and

finally to allow the user to obtain selectively information concerning

the documents so retrieved.

In the discussion below, an overall explanation of the

retrieval request and the user's options in selecting ;he information

returned to him will first be given. Following this is a discussion

of the three routines that, together with the communications, data

handling and list manipulation routines, make up the system.

12. The Retrieval Request

A retrieval request consists of the word "RETRIEVE", followed

by some specification of documents to be retrieved. This requeEt is

processed by a subroutine named"retrieve" which is discussed in greater

detail in Section, 5.4. T- subroutine generates a list of accession

numbers of documents mee'ing the specifications of the request. The

"-97-
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list of accession numbers is then transmitted to a second subroutine,

which allows the user to edit the actual document information to be

given him. Both of these subroutines operate under the control of an

executive'l the second subroutine and the executive are discussed in

Sections 5.6. and 57. and the effects of the second subroutine

apparent to the user are covered in Section 5.3.

The specification part of a retrieval request consists of

index terms, delimiters, sector designators and operators. Parentheses

may be used for grouping. The allowable operators are &, t and + ,

corresponding to the English AND , AND NOT, ard inclusive OR. The

first two are of equal rank higher than that of the third. Operators

of equal rank are executed from left to right. (It will become

apparent below that the space is sometimes also an operator in some

contexts, but for the present it will be considered to occur either

as part of a multiple word index term or as an ignored character added

for ease in reading.)

Used to indicate the context of the index terms, the allow-

able sector designators are:

$AO Date of indexing and indexer's code

$A1 Author

$A2 Date of issue

$A3 Title

$A4 Editors



$A9 Collection in which article appears

$B Index terms

$c Added information

In a retrieval request, the sector designators modify index

terms. A designator's scope extends from the designator to the right,

remaining in effect until the occurrence of another designator. The

scope of designators is not influenced by parenthetical groupings.

Consider, for example, the request:

RELIEVE $A3 RUNCI=LE I & $B (STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

+ STANDARD DEVIATION) t BUSINESS ORINTED < >

Figure 22shows a Venn diagram illustrating the set of documents speci-

fied by the request.

5.3. Options on Information Returned

When the user has completed formulation of his retrieval

request (including any editing necessary), the information system

executes the request. The user is told the number of documents found.

Assuming that the number is not zero, the user then selects the types

of information that he wishes to have printed for each document (if,

in fact, he desires any information returned). For the purposes of

selecting the information categories to be returned, the sectors are

divided into three broad categories as is done in the formulation of

the retrieval request: A, B and C. Category A has ten subdivisions

rather than the six allowed in retrieval. These are identified by

the digits zero through nine and are, in order: date of indexing and
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indexer's code, author, date of issue, title, issuers, page size, num-

ber of illustrations, and number of pages. Categories B and C refer,

as before, to concept descriptors and added information codes.

After execution of a retrieval request and notification at

the remote station of the number of documents retrieved, unless that

number is zero, the remote operator is asked if he wants any information

concerning the documents printed. If he answers "NO < >", the user is

asked to enter another retrieval request. If he answers "YES < >", he

is told to indicate the desired information categories. He is given

appropriate cues (see examples in Section .4.), and in addition to

answers of "YES < >" and "NO < >", the answers "ALL < >" and "FOR-

GET < >" are allowed. The latter is employed when the system user

feels that he has made an error, and wishes to enter a new search

command. "ALL < >" is a synonym for "YES < >", except that it may be

used for recovery from a certain error, as illustrated in Figure 25

of Section 5.4.

If no information is requested under any of the three

categories, only accession numbers will be printed at the remote

station.

If a user enters a series of search requests, he may have

the same information returned for every request. Therefore, once

having indicated the type of information to be printed, the user is

always asked first if he wants the same information categories as

before. If he answers "YES < 7", he does not have to respecify infor-

mation already given.
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STATISTICAL AMNMTONS
(Descriptor)

SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION 04' THE RETRIEVAL REQUEST
"REMIVE $A3 RUNCIBLE I & $B (STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

+ STANDARD DEVIATION) t BUSINESS ORIENTED < >

Shaded area refers to documents specified

Figure 22
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5.li. Examples of System Operation

In Figures 23through 27, a complete "run" of the system is

shown. The only part of the dialogue not covered in previous Sections

is the command "END < >"j which is used to signal the end of a run.

Figure 23 shows first the printing of "STAMMY" at the remote

console until the 7040 computer becomes available, at which time the

system obtains a valid user identification number, search mode is

established, and a retrieval request is entered. This request calls

for documents by specifying the intersection of three authors names,

and one such document is found. The operator indicates that he wishes

to have only authors' names and the title of the document printed, and

this is done.

The system then accepts another retrieval request (shown in

Figure 24). This one specifies documents by the intersection of a

descriptor.and an author's name. The same information as was returned

previously is called for. Note that "CARR" alone specifies both

"CARR, JOHN W. III" and "CARR, MARLENE".

Figure 25 shows a retrieval request used as an example in

several parts of this chapter, as it includes the ALD, AND NOT, and

OR operators, as well as concatenation.

The operator indicates that he wishes to change the infor-

mation categories to be returned. Although he first answers "NO < >"

to "ALL $A? :=", he later specifies that all information in category A

is to be printed by answering "ALL < >" to "ANY $A? :=". Subcategories

A, and A9 are not printed because the names of editors are not specified

for the document retrieved, and it is not part of a larger collection.
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STANOSY.
STANORY.
STANDBY.
STANORYo
STANDoY.

I AM 13

THE OPERATING MODE IS 13

YOU MAf PROCEED-.t RErqIEV! qAl PArri•s0v,
GQ.. 4 CARJa J.i11 I 4 HOPP'4. GRACE4.

PRINT? 8m NO..

* 4 *REFERENCES' HAVE SEEN RETRIEVED.

PRINT SOME? to YES-,

INDICATE SECTOR INFC. DOSIhED. (ANSdER 'YES's 'NO** 'ALL's O 'TOiGET').

ALL SA? to NO'.

ANY $A? to YES.-

GIVE SECTOR DIGITS to 1,3'.

lC? to NO-.

ACC. NO.t I
A3 FIRST GLOSSARY OF PROGRAMMING TERMINOLOGY- REPORT TO THE ASSOCIATION
A3 FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY
Al AOAMSsC 'W49ACKUSJ W+CARR*J 4 III.OSRORN.R FTPArTERSONG W*4IIGALSJ,
Al WEGSTEIN.J*+OPPERPGRACE MURRAY

THAT'S ALL.

OPERATION OF INJFORMATION SYST2 - PART I

Figure 23
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YOU MAY PROCEED.to RETRIEVE %At CARR 4 L)IAGNOSTIC
PROGRAMM4ING-?

RE-ENTER ME.SSAGEI

RETRIEVE %At CARR 4 S4~ DIAGNOSTIC P4GiAMMlING41-

PRINT? in NO-cl

*4100 'REFERENCES' HAVE 4EEN is:TqIEVEO.

PRINT SOME? to YES-,

SAML INFORMATION CATEGORIES AS 9EFORE? to yFS'2,

El ACC. NO.1 1'23
A3 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENJCE MANJAL FOR b(OMPILEi 3 AUTOMATIC COOING SYSTEM
A3 FOR THE IRM 704
At CAPPS,JOAN.CARR,MARLENE.EL5AORTHA (C-qroy++HJD3ONqJOHN A*414JGHES. RO'3ERT
Al A+KREIDERDLEROY+I(LHNRO9ERT+MONNOOROrTHY+TIEDENENNETH

ACC. NO.3 40
Al PERKINS*ROSERT.CARRPJOHN W I1II+.ROdN.J PARVEY
A3 EASIAC* A PSEJDO COMPUTER- - A PAPER P~RESEN4TED) AT THE ANNUAL MEETING 0
A3 F THE ACM# PHILADELPHIAP PAP 14 SEPT 1953

ACC. NC.S 41

Al 'ISSORTED 0AOTES FOR MATHEMATIrS 173* 'METHODS IN HIGH-SP'EED COMPIJTATIO
A3 N'
At 9A1JERWALTER F69ROWNPJ HARVEY*CARR-JOHN W III4GARDNER.J*HOFFMAN.ROSLY
Al N*PERK fNS. RORE.RT*POLLMARP CARL *RAZ GlJNAS. L+R IC4ARDSON. V IRG 1.4 1A+WR I GH .0J
At q

THAT'S ALL.

OPERATION OF IN~FORM4ATIO'N SYSMI - PART 2

Figure 214
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YOU 04AY PROCEED-to RETRIEVE ýtA3 RJNC19LE 1 4 CIR STATISTICAL
FUNCTIONS * STANDOARD DEVIATION)v BUSINESS ORIEN.TED'

PRINT? to YES'.

YOUR MESSAGE IS$

Oil RETRIEVE SAI RUNC19LE 1 4 (49 STATISTICAL
022 FUNCTIONS * STANDARD DEVIATION)' '-JSIN4:SS 041ENTED

CORRECTIONS? to NOew

"004R1 'REFERENCES' MAVE VIEEN RETRItVED.

PRINT SOME? to YCS41

SAME INFORMATION CATEGORIES AS '3EFORE? to Noe*

INDICATE SECTOR INFO. DESIRED. (ANSWER 'YES's 'NO** 'ALL's OR 'FORGET').

ALL lA? to NO'.

ANY %A? 10 ALL'.-

So? is YES-.

SC? to NO42.

ACC. NO-$ ~6
A@ 8/'6d65*JR
A2 SEPT 1959
A3 MANUAL- STATISTICAL EXTENSIONS FOR RJNCI13LE I (FOR RASIC IRM 6591 rULT
A3 IPASS MODE ONLY
At ALANEIJ.J D*MAYNAM#GCOtRGE E+LEONEj FRED C+LYNCH.W C*MONCK*D4OPASKAR~.C+
Al PETZNICI(.G W+SPERONIJ
AS CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. COMPUTING CZNJTERt ANU STATISTICAL LA'3 (I
AS N COLLA90RATION)s CLEVELAND# OHIO0
A6 22X26 CM

2 A7 0
a AS PP NC 110

9 *SOFTWARE..Ie9a 650 (C.M.)+*RUNCIRLE I (P.L.)*GENEiRAL DESCRIPTION**PRO
8 GRAMf4ING+*LIBRARY OF ROJTINES.SPECIFICA7ION4S*eSTATISTICAL FUNCTIONIS+S
U TATISTICAL DISTRIO'JTIONS+STATISTICAL ANALYSIS4NUMERICAL A'NALYSIS*POLY
9 NOMIALS+SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS*MJLTIPLE PRECISION4FLOATJNG POINT+MATR
B IX MANIPULATIONS AND CALCULATIONS+PiNCHED CARDS#MACHINE DEPENDENT+SCI
9 ENTIFIC ORICNTED+(ISM 533 CONdTROL PANRL)+(CHE~ySHEV APPRO0AIMATIONS)*(
4 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE)+(9INOMIAL CDC!FICIENTS).(CCOLESHY ALGORIrHM)*(R
S ANDOM NUM9ERS)+(GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION)*(REGULA FALSI M~trNOo)+(HASrING
B APPROXIMATION)*( TAYLOR *S SERIES).(T-TEST).(F-TEST).(CH4I -3'-ZARE TEST)#
9 (STANDARD MOMENT (STATtSTtCAL))*(CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS)*(GAMMA FUN
4 CTION)+(POISSON DISTRIBJTION)+CNORMAL DISTRI'3'JTION)*(RINOMIAL DI STRI9
9 UTION)4CREGRESSION ANALYSIS)

THAT'S ALL-

OPERATION OF IFOWRMATION SYSTEM - PART 3

Figure 25
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Figure 26 illustrates the system response when information is

to be printed, but not information in categories A or B or C. The only

information remaining is the set of accession numbers. This example

also illustrates the query "MORE? :=" after every fifteen lines. Had

the user answered "NO < >", the system would have returned to "YOU

MAY PROCEED. :=".

Finally, Figure 27 shows the retrieval cf an empty set of

documents, and the sign-off comnand.

The present section completes the description of the infor-

mation system from a user's viewpoint; the remaining three sections of

this chapter describe the mechanization of the retrieval process, the

information returning routine, and the executive under which the system

operates.

5.5. The Retrieval Process

The retrieval subroutine, using the data file described in

Chapter 2 and the list routines described in Sections 3. 3. and 3.]4.,

operates on an input string specifying a set of documents and gener-

ates a list of accession numbers of documents meeting the specifications.

A preliminary discussion of the retrieval routine is given in reference

20.

The input string upon which the retrieval routine operates

is the original retrieval request, with the first word ("ME=IEVE")

deleted, and a special symbol (778) added to indicate the end of the

string. The executive routine supplies this input string.

In the processing of this string, the space acts as an

operator (concatenation) cnly when it falls between two adjacent words
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YOU MAY PROCECD,1. RETRIEVE $9 LANOGAGCE-

PRINT? to NO.'

4"425? IIEFERENCES' HAVE 4EEN RETRIEVED.

PRINT SONE? ti YES43

SANE INFORMATION CATEGORIES AS 4EFORE? 38 MO4

INOICATE SECTOR INFO- DESIRED- (ANSWER 'YES's 'N0* #ALL'# OR *FORGET').

ALL SA? to NO"C

ANY %A? 10 NO-.

in? to NO.b

SC? :0 NO'.

ACCESSION NUNSERS FOUNDS

20)" 101 202 103 204 IRS 106 1017 lOS 199 118-I
110-2 113 112 112 113 114-I 114-2 114-3 114 115-I 115-2
115-3 115 116 117 11t 119 1220 121 122 123 124
125 126 127 122 129 130 131 132 133 134-1 134-2
134 135 136 117 138 139 240 141 ISO 251 1525
152 153 154 155 156 157 i5 163 164 165 166
16R 169 16 170 171 172 173 176 17 i8s 182
183 186 187 188 190 191 192 195 197 199 19
244 201 202 203 204 206 ?08 209 20 212 213
215 216 219 q1 220 221 222 224 227 229 22
230. 211 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 23 245
246 247 248 249 24 250 2S5 253 254 255 256
257 258 259 260 261 ;62 263 264 265 266 267

268 26 270 271 272 273 274 276 277 278 279
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 20 290

MORE? a' YES'.v

ACCFSSION NUMRERS FOUND:

293 ?94 295 ?96 297 298 299 29 3'9 .1021 1"?
103 104 306 100 319 31 310 311 122 113 314
125 i1 33 34 352 15 36 17 38 39 41-5
41-6 41-7 41 43 44 45 46 47 48 51 52
53 54 55 5 57 58 59 43 61 60 63
44 A5 A4 67 68 ;9 70 71 72 71 74
75 76 77 78 79 81 81 8; 83 44 35
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
97 98 99

T447'S ALL-

OPERATION OF INFORMATION SYST.3. - PART 4

Figure 26
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YOU MAY PROCEED.:= RETRIEVE SA! RUBINOFF, MORRIS**

PRINT? N4 NO1>

NO 'REFERENCES' HAVE 8EEN RETRIEVED.

YOU MAY PROCEED.:s END<>

PRINT? :- NO%

YOU HAVE GIVEN THE END SIGNAL.

CONNECTION TERMINATED.

OPERATION OF INFORMATION SYSTEM- PART 5

Figure 27
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forming an index item; otherwise it is ignored. Periods, comias and

carriage returns are syntactically equivalent to spaces. The space

in first in the hierarchy when it acts as an operator.

Multiple-word index terms are deconcatenated into single

index items, separated by space operators. Every index item is pre-

fixed with a single character that designates the sector (or context)

of the index term from which the index item was formed:

Input Sector Designator Index Item Prefix

$AO 0

$A1 1

$A5

$A9 9

$B T

$CI

Consider the conmmand:

REIEVE $A3 RUNCIBLE I & $B STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS

+ STANDARD DEVIATION) t BUSINESS ORETED > .

The executive routine, after replacing the end of message symbol

( < > ) by a special single character and deleting the word "RETRIEVE"

from the string, calls the retrieval subroutine and transmits to it

the slightly modified retrieval request. The retrieval subroutine

takes the input string and transforms it to a list (or "stack") con-

sisting of an end symbol, parentheses, operators and prefixed index

items. This stack is in early operator Polish suffix form, and the
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transformation is a standard one9 except that the index items must

be prefixed according to the sector designators and the space is

considered to be an operator only when it occurs within a multiple-

word index item. An example, the stack corresponding to the retrieval

request above, is shown in Figure 28.

After the stack has been formed, it is processed from the

top down. The occurrence of any two list names immediately above an

operator results in a call to the subroutine that mechanizes that

operator. The two lists act as arguments, and the two list names and

the operator are replaced in the stack by the name of a temporary list,

which list contains the results of the operation. (Since the decoding

mechanism will return the name of a null list if an index item is not

in the system, no special steps need be taken for this case.)

As is shown in Figures 28 and 29, this process continues until

all operations have been performed.

If it is impossible to form the stack, owing to a syntactical

error in the input string (the user's request), an error message is

printed and the user is allowed to re-enter the search request.

5.6. Data Return

The retrieval routine described in the previous section

generates a list of accession numbers of documents satisfying the

criteria specified in the search request. The user has control over

the actual data returned, as described in Section 5.3. If he elects

to receive accession numbers only, they are immediately obtainable in

the last temporary list generated by the retrieval routine.

When more than the accession numbers is desired, the linear



itial Stack

1RUNCIBLE 1. Concatenation
forms temporary
list I from

lI inverted lists
IRUNCIBLE and
11.

A

TSTATISTICAL 2. Concatenation
forms temporary
list 2 from

MUNCTIONS inverted lists
TSTATISTICAL
and 4. Union forms
STFUNCTIONS. temporarylist 4

from
TSTANDARD Concatenation temporary

forms temporary lists 2
list 3 from and 3.

TDEVIATION inverted lists
TSTANDARD and
T•EVIATION.

A

÷

&

TNuSINESS

TORIENTE

A

t
EXAMPL OF FUNCTION OF RETRIEVE SUBROUTINE

First Four Operations

Figure 28
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Results after first
four operations

Temporary
list I

5. Intersection
forms temporary
list 5 from
temporary lists
l and 4.

Temporary
list 4

7. Intersection
with complement
forms temporary
list 7 from
temporary lists
5 and 6. This
is the final
output of

& subroutine
retrieve

TBUSIMES 6. Concatenation
forms temporary
list 6 from

TORITED inverted lists
TBUSIXESS and
TORIENTED.

A

EAMPE OF FUNCTION OF RETRIEVE SUBROUTINE

Final Three Operations

Figure 29
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file is used. This file, described in Section 3.5•, crntains images

of the original document data in the format described in the Appendix.

Every list in this file corresponds to a document (preceded by a dollar

sign, in order to avoid the existence of inverted and linear lists

with identical names). The data in the list are the original data

characterizing the document.

Thus, in order to obtain the infr-r•tion in various cate-

gories (and subcategories), the accession numbers generated by the

retrieval process are used. When prefixed by a six-bit constant code,

accession numbers become names of lists. The linear lists so named

give the data required, and every linear list entry is tagged to

indicate its sector. The information to be print ed at the remote

station is selected by a simple scan of the appropriate linear list

data. As these data are in image format, only character positions

corresponding to the sector designation position (column 1) in the

card need be checked.

5-.7. The Executive

It is the function of the executive routine to control

identifying numbers, and to call and execute retrieval and

communication routines in the required sequence. A complete des-

cription of this routine may be found in reference 6 . A short

explanation is included here for completeness.

The processing of backgr-ound work is governed by executive

J

* Except that columns 73 through 80 do not appear, since this
information is present by virtue of the list names and need not
be duplicated.



calls to the co-mznications routine, described in Section 4.3. When a

remote user calls into the system and types a space character, the PDP-5

traps the 7040, interrupting the background processing. Control then'

passes from the communications routine to the executive, which requests

that the user enter an identifying number and compares this number with

a table of authorized user numbers. An unsuccessful comparison will

result in disconnection of the user. If the user number is found in

the ta~ie, the ubei is asked to specify a mode of operation and then

to enter some retrieval request.

The user's retrieval request is scanned and the first word of

the message, which must specify the retrieval routine, is isolated. A

comparison scheme; which allows for the correction of minor spelling

errors, is employed when the isolated first word of the request is tested.

If it is found to be the name of a specified process, the routines that

execute that process are called. If there is a close but not exact

match on the comparison, the user is asked to verify the first word.

If there is no close match the user is asked to re-enter the first word

of the request.

When a properly identified request has been found, the appropriate

routine is called. Currently available are the retrieval routine and pro-

visions for changing modes and signing off. Many routines will receive

arguments in the same way as the retrieval routine. When the retrieval

routine is called, an array of alpha-nuieric dAta--the original input

request with the first words deleted--is made available to the retrieval

routine.

* This feature has been included for future system expansion; currently
only the search mode exists.



The executive is notified by the communications routine whenever

u user disconnection not ordered by the executive has occurred. If this

happens, the executive prepares for a new user. Also, when 7040 time

runs out, the computer operator may signal the executive by manual

transfer to a specified location in 7040 memory. The executive then

informs the remote user that he has run out of time and disconnects the

remote station.



6. Conclusions and Suggestic' *- ure Work

The primitive information system described in this dissertation has

been mechanized and found to be a relatively simple system for many

persons to use. The characteristics established in Chapter 1 have been

achieved and have proved to be desirable for technically oriented users.

The system serves aa an excellent medium for technical documents, and

is currently being used for further experimentation.

The file organization scheme for the mechanized system was based

upon results of the study in Chapter 2 relating internal file character-

istics and file usage characteristics to memory utilization and response

time. Both the linear 'and the temporary lists, needed as working area

in the retrieval process, are embraced within this general file structure.

The inverted and tempcrary files are processed by the list operation

routines, the latter being called by a program not unlike an algebraic

language compiler. Thus, a user's retrieval request is stated in terms

of simple logical connectives acting on index terms, and is automatically

transformed into a series of list operations before execution. The

result is a single list that is transmitted to routines that consider

it as a list of names of linear lists and selectively transmit data

from the named linear lists to the user.

By careful attention to the interfaces between routines, the system

has been constructed in a modular manner, so that it may easily be modi-

ried and expanded for future experiments.

Particular attention has been paid to features accommodating on-line

console operation. For this reason the system has been designed to pro-

vide the user with cues during his search, and extensive input editing

features have been made available to him. For the same reason, the user

11- l4 -
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has been given the option of choosing any selection of clapser of fnfor-

mation displayed at the remote console-; to force him to wait for type-

writer printout of material that he does not want would destroy the

usefulness of real time operation.

Certain improvements are warranted for more advanced-systems. Non-

technical personnel have found the retrieval command somewhat more

difficult to master. A possible solution to this problem is the incor-

poration of a simpler retrieval command, perhaps more limited in scope

but easier to use. The present command would be retained for the class

of users who find that it meets their needs.

In a production system, most applicationj would req•,ire that maltiple

consoles be provided. This would involve either more buffer space in

the smaller computer or more frequent interruption of the larger computer

if the present equipment were to be used. Re-entrant coding of the

communications and editing routines (or replication of them, less effi-

cient from a memory utilization standpoint) would also be required.

Most production systems would also require some form of mechanization

of the conventional "broader term", "narrower term", "used for" and "use",

although this could be incorporated into the present file structure if

desired.

The basic data file organization does not require modifications for

the class of applications considered, even allowing those requirements

of advanced systems mentioned above. This does not, however, indicate

that the organization scheme is appropriate to applications guch as those

requiring real time file maintenance, as for example would exist in some

inventory applications. The criteria developed in Chapter 2 are valuable

in the consideration of different file organizations for various applica-

titans.



ATTEIDIX

IWEXING INFORMATION FORMAT

1. Data Base Input Format

This appendix discusses the requirements on the format of

indexing information. The indexing scheme generally follows the

procedure described in leference 18 . Document indexing information

is recorded on standard forms, and from these forms cards are punched

for computer input. The input data described here form the system's

data base.

2. General Card Format

Information in all fields is left justified. Cards are

divided into four fields as follows:

Column 1 - this indicates the type of information

(author, title, etc.) on the card. The possible entries

in this column are individually discussed below, and are

O,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,I, and T.

Columns 2-3 - there are cases when one card is not suf-

ficient to record the information corresponding to one

column 1 category. Then columns 2 and 3 are used to

indicate continuation to a second, third,..., card. These

columns are left blank except when used for continuation.

Columns 4-72 - the bulk of the indexing data (such as

authors, index terms, etc.) is recorded here, with approp-

riate control symbols.

Columns 73-80 - the accession number of the indexed doc'u-

ment is punched in columns 73-80 of every card associated

-ll8 -
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with that document. (This is not difficult since the key-

punch operator simply has to set up a control card on the

keypunch to allow automatic duplication of these characters

after the first card has been punched.

3. Conventions in Processing

- Two or more adjacent spaces are equivalent to a single

space.

- The last card of the data deck must have a Z in column 1

and columns 2-80 must be blank.

SThe dollar sign must appear only as a control character,

and must terminate every data section of every non-contiri-

ued card, and must also terminate the last card of a group

of continued cards.

- Cards in a deck must be grouped by accession number, but

within one accession number group, cards may be out of

order.

- The plus sign and the slash are discussed below; they are

in some cases data-level symbols and in other cases

control-level symbols.

4. Column One Codes

Column 1 is used to indicate the sector of the information

appearing on the card. Note that in the present system, codes A, B,

C and T are treated identically.

Column-l codes:

Code Card Information

0 Date of indexing and indexer's code
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Code Card Information

1 Author

2 Date of issue

3 Title

4 Editors, etc.

Issuers

S6 Page size

7 Number of illustrations

8 Number of pages

9 Collection in which article appears

A Index terms

B Index terms

C Index terms

T Index terms

I Added information

S•. Specific Sector Formats

Following are descriptions of required formats for the data

in various sectors. The formats are listed by the column one, or

sector, code.

Code 0. All blanks will be ignored, and code zero cards

may not be continued. In the data field of the card must be the date

of indexing, written in the form "oa/00/yyT", where oa, 0, and yy are

one or two digit numbers for the month, day, and year. This must be

followed by a plus sign, the indexer's code (no more than six charac-

ters), and a dollar sign. The indexer's code may not contain the +

or $ symbols.
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Codes 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, A, B, C. In these cases, the names

of authors, editors, etc., should be in the frt'm last, first. In the

,', k t % O i4ai'* LI more than one author, editor, agency, etc., these

W e to be separated by plus signs. Therefore, the plus sign cannot be

used on the data level. Multiple spaces are interpreted as single

spaces; spaces on either side of a plus sign or comma are syntactically

ignored. Periods are treated as spaces. For example, consider the

two lines below, which result in identical contributions to the inver-

ted lists:

BEATTY, ROBERT W. + ISHARD, F. + OGUCHIDR. 4

BEATTY, ROBERT W+ISHARD, F+OGUCHI, DR B$

Code 2. Datc of issue minut be Justified left in column 4.

The formats allowed are: ca p 8..p yyyy, where oa is the day (one or

two digits) and may be omitted, Pop-.p is the month (three or more

letters) and may be omitted, and yyyy is a four digit year.

Codes 6,7,8. For these codes, all blanks in the data

field will be ignored. Cards wi.th these codes should not be continued.

The plus sign may be used on th, data level, since the only recognized

control character is the dollar sign.

Code I. All blanks will be ignored. The plus sign is at

the control level. In addition, the slash becomes a control character

indicating a repetition of the last alphabetic character, preceded by

a plus sigr., except in the case of Z-codes.
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